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Editorial

by Olimpiu Metiu

Olimpiu is a Toronto-based
architect and web strategist.
He led the Emergent
Technologies group at Bell
Canada for the past couple
of years, and his work
includes many of Canada's largest web
sites and intranet portals.
Olimpiu is currently a senior architect at
Research in Motion (the maker of
BlackBerry).
A long-time Rails enthusiast, he founded
Rails Magazine as a way to give back to
this amazing community.
Follow me on Twitter: http://twitter.com/
olimpiu
Connect on LinkedIn:
http://ca.linkedin.com/in/metiu

Looking back as the first year of Rails Magazine comes to
an end, I would like to thank all of our authors and editors for
their contributions and patience. I am also proud to present
our largest edition here - a holiday gift for everyone interested
in Ruby on Rails development.

This issue sports a new, cleaner and consistent design.
Besides the readability improvements, these design changes
allow us to automate considerably the layout process. Part of
larger design and automation initiatives, this will enable us to
offer a regular and more frequent schedule in 2010. Next
year will also bring a web site redesign, along with a few
surprises that we're very excited about.

As usual, we cover a large variety of topics: background
processing techniques, using Twitter APIs, building extensions
for Radiant, learning about 37 Signals' Sprockets, writing Ruby
extensions in C, reflecting on the new world of distributed
social service components and much more.

Michael Bleigh's presentation of the excellent Prince XML
and his popular Princely plugin should be of interest to
anyone generating complex PDFs.

Carlo Pecchia continues his alternative frameworks series,
this time covering Sinatra.

Of special note is Mike Gunderloy's overview of
RailsBridge, a Rails community that is both friendly and
inclusive - I encourage you to check it out and get involved.

We are always on the lookout for quality content, so
please consider contributing an article, covering an event or
simply promoting the magazine.

Last but not least, sponsoring or advertising with Rails
Magazine is effective and appreciated by our readers as a
direct service to the community.

Thank You and Happy New Year!
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Authentication with Gigya

by Curtis Jennings Schofield

Curtis lives in a Zen Temple
where he hacks code,
music, illustration, and
religion. He has experience
in many operating systems
and many programming
languages. Currently he is working on
being a human being and re-entering the
workforce. curtis_jennings_schofield (at)
robotarmyma (dot) de

Introduction

As we witness the metamorphosis of internet paradigms
(like gopher, veronica, hypertext, web 1.0, web 2.0)
eventually the developers and denzines of this constantly
transforming internet will understand what it is that is
common about social networks: the momentum of social
media, collectivist communication and point to point
transmission.

Understanding this world of distributed service will allow
us to migrate services into discrete standards. One example of
this transforming area is the exposition of authentication APIs
and the creation of social authentication services.

Statement of Focus

This article attempts to throw light on the elephant of
social media and request engagement in its exploration. By
the provided example: an existing social authentication
service - perhaps we can discover a related dialogue.

Gigya: The Elephants Toenail

Gigya is an aggregation of authentication APIs into a
general purpose authentication service & API. I have no
connection with the company, no agenda to act as
representation.

A service such as this offers the benefit of enabling the user
to maintain a sense of continuity around their internet identity.
It also provides a single point of implementation for
developers.

It is the sentiment of this article that Gigya is going in a
good and orderly direction.

Below the article are the basic steps required to
authenticate a user through Gigya.

Backstep: Another Look

Using a service like Gigya to simplify user migration from
existing services brings in an interesting question: What is the
balance between open data-sharing and privacy?

A service like Gigya has some pretty significant
responsibility in terms of ethics. They have the necessary
responsibility of ensuring that they are protecting their
integrity and the integrity of their database of users (personally
identifiable or otherwise). In their privacy policy they state
that the information gathered through the use of their api in
corroboration with other authentication providers will be
gathered and stored; this information will be used only if the
user declares themselves as OPT-IN.

This seems to indicate to me an understanding of both the
value of the information and the value of client privacy.

Wide Angle on the Elephants Leg:
Parallel tracks

It is my opinion that this Authentication service is the first
of many. We will also start to see more diversity in services
and APIs that cater to developers (and users) around such
constructs as friend-lists and content storage.

I think it is very important to keep one particular question
in mind: How can we build in user-rights, community
support, and developer freedoms into the system of distributed
social service components?
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Conclusion: Parting Thoughts

In the workings of craft and the support of community it is
my experience that much of our daily work involves a special
question.

It is the kind of question that lends itself to a dynamic and
active answer. Each of us, in our own way, has an answer to
this question. Each of us in our own way can feel how this
question is changing for us.

What is it that we as engineers, designers and creative
artists are going to have to learn, seek, or understand in
preparation for letting the internet become what we could
never envision with our limited and individual view?

Code

<div id="gigya_login_widget"></div>
<h3 id="username"></h3>
<img id="userpic"></img>
<a onClick='gigya.services.socialize.logout( { "APIKey":
"2_mNUqFJkEnLmthgDQ_5ZXYF80ISolpt" }, { callback:
printResponse});'> Logout</a>
</body>
</html>
<!-- load javascript libraries late -->
<script type="text/javascript"
src="http://ajax.googleapis.com/ajax/libs/jquery/1.3/
jquery.min.js"></script>
<!-- gigya.social.js script should only be included once
-->
<script type="text/javascript" src="http://cdn.gigya.com/
JS/gigya.js?services=socialize"> </script>
<!-- Important to ensure that javascript does not get
executed out of order -->
<script type="text/javascript">
//<![CDATA[
function gigya_call_me_on_login(response){

document.getElementById('username').innerHTML =

response.user.nickname;
document.getElementById('userpic').src =

response.user.photoURL;
};

function printResponse(response) {
if ( response['status'] == 'OK' ) {
alert('User has logged out');

}
else {
alert('Error: ' + response['statusMessage']);

}
};
jQuery(document).ready(function(){

//
var conf=
{

"APIKey": "2_mNUqFJkEnLmthgDQ_5ZXYF80ISolpt",
"enabledProviders": "facebook, myspace, twitter,

google, yahoo, aol"
};
var event_params = { 'onLogin': gigya_call_me_on_login

};
gigya.services.socialize.addEventHandlers(conf,

event_params);
var login_params=
{
"headerText": "Select a service you alread use to

login:",
"height": 120,
"width": 560,
"containerID": "gigya_login_widget",
"UIConfig":"<config><body> <captions

background-color=\"#606060\"></captions> <texts
color=\"#37DA1B\"> <links color=\"#C8FFFF\"></links>
</texts> <controls> <snbuttons buttonsize=\"64\"
color=\"#D5D5D5\"> </snbuttons> </controls> <background
background-color=\"#404040\" frame-color=\"#000000\">
</background></body></config>"

};
gigya.services.socialize.showLoginUI(conf, login_params);
});
//]]>
</script>

Authentication with Gigya by Curtis Jennings Schofield
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Background Processing in Rails

by Erik Andrejko

Erik Andrejko is a web
developer currently living in
Madison, WI where he
enjoys sailing keelboats. He
writes about Ruby on Rails, web design
and user experience at
http://railsillustrated.com and can be
reached at erik@railsillustrated.com or on
Twitter as 'eandrejko'.

Background Processing in Rails

You probably want your Rails application to be fast, and
usually the faster the better. Optimiziation is, in general pretty
hard. Often it is enough for your application to appear fast,
even if it is only a trick. One trick is to use some kind of
background processing.

When a client issues a request, the correct controller
action is invoked, and the view rendered. Until this process is
complete, the user has no choice but to wait. There are many
cases when time taken to respond to a request is due to one
particular long running process that is invoked in the
controller action or the view.

Long Running Processes

If the long running process needs to be run, but doesn't
need to be run in order to send the response to the client, you

can use a standard trick: run the long running process after, or
in parallel with, sending the response back to the client. By
moving the long running process to the background you can
improve the user experience of your application by creating a
faster response time without actually speeding up any of the
code.

Blocking the Rails application to perform a long running
action presents a few problems. When the Rails application
process is blocked by a long running request it doesn't do
anything else. For example, if instead of taking 50ms to
respond to the request it takes 500ms, this leaves 9 other
requests that would have been handled by the Rails
application instance that must be handled by another
process. From the user perspective the problem is different
but just as bad. Their experience using your application
leaves the impression that your application is slow and they
may exacerbate the problem by issuing multiple requests.

We'll show how to run code in the background in a
moment. First let's take a look at the various different
architectures available to run part of your Rails application to
the background.

Time for Divorce

Background processing is most applicable when there is a
deferrable long running method that is slowing down the
request response cycle. Since the method that is slowing
down the request response cycle is unavoidable but also
deferrable, the only alternative is to divorce this method from
the request response cycle and to run this method in a
background process. There are two primary ways to run this
method in a different process: spawning and queuing.

Spawning Queues and Workers

The first method is the simplest method, the spawner
method.
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Spawning

Using the spawner method, a duplicate copy of the Rails
application is created (or forked) and the duplicate copy runs
the long running method. This is fairly straightforward to
implement, even without using any plugins, but there is a big
disadvantage to this method. First, it is slow since an entire
Rails application has be started to handle each background
process. Second, it uses a lot of memory for exactly the same
reason.

One approach to avoid the problems with spawning a new
Rails process is to replace spawning with threads. This is
architecturally identical to the spawner approach whereby a
new thread is created to handle the background process and
the original thread sends back the response to the client.
There are however a few problems with this approach. All of
Rails is not yet thread-safe and working around those parts
that are not introduces some avoidable complexity. In
addition, concurrency is considered a 'hard problem' and can
introduce some complex and very difficult to fix bugs.
Finally, if the Rails process is taken down, all of the threads
will be lost with it and there will be no way of knowing which
of these threads have completed their task.

All of the problems with spawning another process and
using threads can be avoided by using a work queue.

Queueing

Using a work queue to perform background processing the
Rails application places each job in a designated queue. A
separate worker application takes jobs from the queue and
performs them. Using a queue has a few advantages over the
spawning/threading method. It is possible to have the worker,
or several, running on a separated machine. Also, the queue
can be maintained separately from the Rails process, so if the
Rails process is taken down or restarted the state of each job
will not be affected.

Setting up Workling

There is a flexible Rails plugin for background processing
called `workling`. Workling supports both the spawner and
queuing approach to background processing. To install the
`workling` plugin use

script/plugin install git://github.com/purzelrakete/
workling.git

Since we want to use Workling in a queueing architecture,
we will need to install queue for Workling to use. A good
choice is to use the Starling queue. The Starling queue is built
on top of memcached and will be used, if installed, by
Workling by default. To install the starling queue:

gem sources -a http://gems.github.com/
sudo gem install starling-starling
mkdir /var/spool/starling

Now there are two processes that must be running in order
for the Workling to work correctly: the Starling queue and the
Workling client. The Starling queue can be started with the
command:

sudo starling -d -p 22122

This will start `starling` on port 22122. By default Workling
will look for Starling on that port in development. However, in
production Workling will look for Starling by default on port
15151. In production either start Starling on port 15151, or
change the Workling configuration in the config/workling.yml

file.

We have to also start the Workling client. To start this
worker process:

script/workling_client start

It is probably a good idea to ensure that these processes
are running all the time by using a tool such as `monit`. If
these process are not running, the Rails application may fail to
start and also may throw exceptions when a background
process is initiated.

Sending Emails in the Background

As an example let's implement background email delivery
using Workling. This is a good example because background
delivery of email doesn't need to provide feeback to the user
in the web browser about the status of the background
process. In general when performing background processing,
the current progress of the background process should be

Background Processing in Rails by Erik Andrejko
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communicated in a reasonable way to the client. Exactly how
to do this is usually to be application specific and outside the
scope of this article.

First, create a worker class that will be responsible for
delivery of the email in the background. The workers are
stored in the app/workers directory. To create the
EmailWorker, add the file email_worker.rb to the app/workers.

class EmailWorker < Workling::Base
def send_activation_email(options)
user = User.find(options[:id])
user.deliver_activation_email

end
end

In this example, the EmailWorker has a single method that
will be called from the Rails application. The EmailWorker will
have access to all of the models and will find the correct User
instance and then call the deliver_activation_email on that
instance.

Calling the worker

Inside of the controller or model in the Rails application
we can call any EmailWorker method asynchronously by
prefixing the method name with async_. For exampled, if we
keep our business logic inside the models, we may call the
send_activation_email method from within a User instance by:

begin
EmailWorker.asynch_send_activation_email(:id => self.id)

rescue => e
logger.error("#{e.message}")
self.send_activation_email

end

The EmailWorker.asynch_send_activation_email method call
will return almost immedately, and a job will be placed in the
queue. The worker will then take the job from queue, find the
correct worker and execute the send_activation_email method
of the worker.

It is a good idea to surround the
EmailWorker.asynch_send_activation_email call with a begin ...

rescue block. Since we have added background processing as
a progressive enhancement, it should fail gracefully. It is
probably a good idea to log the execption and then to and
attempt delivery without using background processing.
Otherwise there is a risk of never calling
@user.send_activitation_email.

Queue Options

Starling is the default queue for Workling. The creators of
Starling describe it as 'slow' but I find it fast enough to use for
things like sending activation emails. Workling supports many
other queues that are significantly faster including: RabbitMQ
and RudeQueue. If you will be processing many background
jobs you might want to investigate some alternative queues
and also moving the worker process to a separate machine.

An Alternative Logger

The Rails logger is accessible from the Workling worker. I
have found it helpful to log messages associated with
background processing to a separate log file that is associated
with a particular model. In our email example you might
want to have a user log file that will log all messages
associated with the background processing of the
deliver_activation_email method. For instructions on installing
a plugin to provide a separate log for Rails models see:
http://railsillustrated.com/class-based-logger-in-rails.html

Background Processing in Rails by Erik Andrejko
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On Your Rails (and Ruby) Education

by Bob Martens

Bob Martens is a "noobie"
Ruby and Rails developer.
He is currently finishing up
his education degree at
Martin Luther College in New Ulm, MN,
where he lives with his wife and soon-to-
be-born son, Jamis. You can read more
about him at his personal blog
(http://bobnation.org), professional site
(http://bobmartens.net - a work in
progress), or on Twitter (@boblmartens).

"Uh, I'm in the channel to help out noobs, folks. I didn't
forget. But seriously, people who don't know how to use
google fail." - @qrush via Twitter [1]

Noobs of the Ruby and Rails community unite! Our
bastion of ignorance and laziness is being sieged by those
who have already taken the time to educate themselves! We
must not stand for this.

Well, now that I've offended two different groups of
people within the Ruby and Rails community, I guess it must
be time to get into the meat of this article. Finishing up my
education degree, I've been bombarded by the latest in
educational trends and techniques. Learning how to program,
and specifically how to program using Ruby and Rails, has
brought me to the forefront of how education works within a
greater community outside of the rigors of academia.

What does this have to do with either the beginner or Nick
Quaranto [2] (our non-noob for this exercise)? Everything.

What Nick said is indicative of the whole "give a man a
fish... teach a man how to fish" quandary any person trying to
teach will come in contact with. The options are to answer the
immediate question and send the person away or to send the
person away with the instructions to search out an answer
alone. The first usually breeds thankfulness and relief and the
other resentment and shouts of "I just want an answer!"

The same might be true of the poor man as well. A guy
comes up to you on a street and asks you for a fish and what

do you do? Well, I guess most of it would depend on the smell
of the man, and the surroundings. However, just stick with me
on this one, you would probably want to look at the man and
then determine what to do. If the man is in relatively good
health, then you will probably want to try and teach him how
to fish. However, if the man looks to be near his death and the
only thing to cure him (besides more cowbell) is that lovely,
shimmering small-mouth bass you just pulled out of the lake...
then maybe you'll hand it over.

That's the approach needed to when educating us noobs. If
we're learning and not against a deadline or haven't been
bashing our heads against walls for days on end, then send
them out on their own and let them use Google. You've
taught us how to fish, you just need to let us have practice.
When the opposite is true, then maybe it is time to start
thinking about giving us the answer and then encouraging us
to learn more by, once again, "practicing fishing."

The non-noobs know this. They were there at one point,
learning everything they could as fast and as well as they
could. Us noobs, we forget this and then that's when we tend
to cause problems by driving away good, helpful community
members with our unabashed "noobiness." We have to keep
in mind that when someone says "Google it," they're really
trying to help two people out: us and them. We are able to
"practice fishing" and they are freed up to go and help those
poor people who might actually need their help.

After our "trial by fire" of being new to either Ruby on
Rails, it is then our turn to come back into the community,
with new knowledge and endless patience, and help out the
newest generation of noobs. However, we have to both be
patient and firm, just like our mentors have been. The way we
learn is by learning to stand on our own two feet. Being given
crutches the entire time benefits no one.

Learning anything is a struggle, no matter if it might be
cooking or programming, husbandry or gardening, car
washing or parenting, you are always going to be learning
something new, coming up against issues you couldn't even
imagine and wanting to just have things spelled out for you.
This is where education today really fails. Learning is tough
and to think that it is going to be easy is setting yourself up for
failure. Take the time to really give things a chance, do as
much of the work as possible yourself, and enjoy it.

There is nothing quite like finding an answer to a nagging
problem yourself, so get out there and try to do it yourself!
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Definitions and Disclaimer
For the purpose of this article, two definitions are needed:

1. A "noob" or "noobie" is someone who has little
experience with something. Traditionally it was used
as a badge of shame for someone stepping into a
new multi-player game, but it more generally used
for someone who is new to anything.

2. A "non-noob" is used only in this article to represent
someone who has gained enough experience with
either Ruby or Rails to be considered competent with
both the language and/or the framework.

Resources

http://twitter.com/qrush/status/1311770424

http://litanyagainstfear.com/

On Your Rails (and Ruby) Education by Bob Martens
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Sinatra: Fast Web Application in Ruby

by Carlo Pecchia

Carlo Pecchia is an IT
engineer living in Italy. His
main interests are related to
open source ecosystems,
Ruby, web application development,
development on mobile devices, code
quality. He can be reached through his
blog or on Twitter. Carlo is a contributing
editor with Rails Magazine, where he
maintains a column on alternative web
development frameworks.

In the previous article we’ve seen what the Waves
framework is and how it works. In this issue we look at
another framework: Sinatra.

If you readers are like me, you approached Ruby language
because fascinated by RubyOnRails framework. Isn’t it?

But - we repeat - Rails can’t be the best way for all
problems… Sometimes we just need a fast way to publish a
really simple web application, or we’d like to quickly expose
some RESTful service. In such cases Sinatra comes in hand.

Before starting let me show you some “fundamentals”
about Sinatra.

It’s based on Rack middleware, like Rails. So it will
become always more easy to integrate and deploy Sinatra
application.

It’s small, really small. Rails is actually around 90K LOC
where Sinatra is less than 2K. That means less classes, less
inheritance and and - to cite it’s creator Blake Mizerany when

referring to other frameworks: exposed simplicity vs. hidden
complexity.

You can find all the presented code here in a provided ZIP
file.

Installation

First we have to install Sinatra, that’s really easy:

$ sudo gem install sinatra

Done.

Let’s look at the simplest possible application (yes, “Hello,
world!”) contained in a single file:

# hello_world.rb
require 'rubygems'
require 'sinatra'
get '/' do
"Hello, world!"

end

Now execute it and point our browser to
http://localhost:4567:

$ ruby ./hello_world.rb
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We’ve done a (really simple) web application with 6 lines
of code.

Not an MVC framework (…by
default)

Surprise: Sinatra is not a MVC framework.

Sinatra simply ties specific URL to some ruby code that
returns the URL “output”, no more no less. Of course no one
prevent us to cleanly organize our code in order to keep
application code separated from view so we can use - for
example - whatever templating system we prefer. In fact
Sinatra assumes very little about our application: it has only to
provide output to some URLs.

We are used to see things separated:

• controllers specify action (often acting on some
models)

• routes ties URLS and controllers’ action together.

In Sinatra we don’t have this, it is specified in just one line:

get '/some/url/here' do
...
end

post '/some/other/url' do
...
end

It’s up to us to organize code and files in order to achieve
a sort of MVC behaviour, but the framework doesn’t force us
to adhere to any particular pattern.

Routing

So let’s see how routes work with some examples:

# some_routes.rb
require 'rubygems'
require 'sinatra'

# http://localhost:4567/about
get '/about' do
"This is ABOUT page..."

end

# http://localhost:4567/people/carlopecchia
get '/people/:name' do
"You're requesting #{params[:name]} personal page"

end

# http://localhost:4567/post/2009/01/15

get %r{/post/(\d+)/(\d+)/(\d+)} do
"You're requesting post of the day

#{params[:captures].reverse.join('/')}"
end

# http://localhost:4567/post/2009/01/15
get '/post/*/*/*' do
"You're requesting post of the day

#{params[:splat].reverse.join('/')}"
end

# http://localhost:4567/download/2009/reportQ1.xls
get '/download/:year/*.*' do

year = params[:year]
file_name = params[:splat][0]
file_extension = params[:splat][1]

"You're requesting #{file_extension} report file (year
#{year}) #{file_name}"
end

Notice the usage of :splat and :captures. Pretty easy, isn’t
it?

We can also specify behaviour based on UserAgent and/or
MIME-Type. Having this Sinatra application up and running
(simply hit $ ruby ./user_agents.rb from your terminal):

# user_agents.rb
require 'rubygems'
require 'sinatra'
get '/foo', :agent => /(curl)/ do
"Are you a bot?!\n"

end
get '/foo' do
"<h1>Standard content for page Foo here :)</h1>\n"

end

issuing a request to http://localhost:4567/foo with our
browser we’ll see:

when using cURL tool we obtain:

Sinatra: Fast Web Application in Ruby by Carlo Pecchia
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$ curl -v http://localhost:4567/foo
* About to connect() to localhost port 4567 (#0)
* Trying 127.0.0.1... connected
* Connected to localhost (127.0.0.1) port 4567 (#0)
> GET /foo HTTP/1.1
> User-Agent: curl/7.16.3 (powerpc-apple-darwin9.0)
libcurl/7.16.3 OpenSSL/0.9.7l zlib/1.2.3
> Host: localhost:4567
> Accept: */*
>
< HTTP/1.1 200 OK
< Content-Type: text/html
< Content-Length: 16
< Connection: keep-alive
< Server: thin 1.0.0 codename That's What She Said
<
Are you a bot?!
* Connection #0 to host localhost left intact
* Closing connection #0

as expected.

Want to differentiate by requested MIME type? Having this
application:

# mime_types.rb
require 'rubygems'
require 'sinatra'

# route #1
get '/bar', :provides => 'text/plain' do
"Old plain text here!\n"

end

# route #2
get '/bar' do
"<html> Some <em>HTML content</em> here </html>\n"

end

pointing our browser to http://localhost:4567/bar we’ll
see:

when forcing a different MIME type we obtain (with cURL):

$ curl -v -H "Accept: text/plain" http://localhost:4567/
bar
* About to connect() to localhost port 4567 (#0)
* Trying 127.0.0.1... connected
* Connected to localhost (127.0.0.1) port 4567 (#0)
> GET /bar HTTP/1.1
> User-Agent: curl/7.16.3 (powerpc-apple-darwin9.0)
libcurl/7.16.3 OpenSSL/0.9.7l zlib/1.2.3
> Host: localhost:4567
> Accept: text/plain
>
< HTTP/1.1 200 OK
< Content-Type: text/plain
< Content-Length: 21
< Connection: keep-alive
< Server: thin 1.0.0 codename That's What She Said
<
Old plain text here!
* Connection #0 to host localhost left intact
* Closing connection #0

It’s worth to note that order matters: if in previous example
we swap the order of routes #1 and #2 we obtain a different
application behaviour. That happeans because, for each route,
Sinatra builds an internal look-up table: the first entry that
matches the requesting route is called.

HTTP Methods

Of course we have access to standard HTTP methods: GET,
POST, PUT, DELETE, HEAD with get, post, put, delete and head
handlers.

Since actual browsers don’t support PUT and DELETE

methods, the same workaround adopted by Rails exists in
Sinatra, that is: use POST method with hidden _method

parameter:

<form method="post" action="/34">
<input type="hidden" name="_method" value="delete" />
<button type="submit">Delete!</button>

</form>

Views

Views are handled in really simple way:

rendering that is send to client browser: haml, sass, erb,
builder

So we have, by default, the above mentioned tamplating
systems available.
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Need a layout?

If we put a file named layout.<template_system> (eg:
layout.erb) under the views directory we have it. It’s also
possible to inline template (really-one-single-file application).

Static files (CSS stylesheet, images, etc) live, by default, in
./public directory.

Models

As mentioned, it’s totally up to us to take care about
models.

Simply put in application file the following lines:

require 'rubygems'
require 'sinatra'
require 'activerecord'

ActiveRecord::Base.establish_connection(
:adapter => 'sqlite3',
:dbfile => './db/sqlite3.db'

)

And we have access to ActiveRecord facilities.
Alternatively, we can put all the models related stuff in a
separate file(s) and “load” it in main application file.

ToDo application

As previous article of this serie, we want to write a simple
ToDo application in order to explore the usage of Sinatra
framework.

First, we define our application directory structure in order
to have it clean and organized. We will use this kind of
structure:

The app.rb file contains our application, and it has to:

load required gems
establish a databse connection, with an ORM
load required model(s) file
define routes according to our needs

The db directory contains a sqlite3 file used by the ORM,
for course that is our own choice. The log directory contains
log file for the ORM and, finally, the views directory contains
layout and view files.

So, our application should provide us an easy way to insert,
show and check items we have “to do”. For our purposes an
item is a really simple model: a text field, a creation date and
a status field.

In our app.rb we’ll put something like that:

# ./app.rb
require 'rubygems'
require 'sinatra'

# ORM & Models
load('./models.rb')

# Routes section
...

In models.rb file we put our item class definition:

require 'rubygems'
require 'dm-core'

DataMapper.setup(:default, "sqlite3:///#{Dir.pwd}/db/
sqlite3.db")
DataObjects::Sqlite3.logger = DataObjects::Logger.new('./
log/dm.log', :debug)

class Item
include DataMapper::Resource

property :id, Integer, :serial => true
property :content, String
property :status, String
property :created_at, DateTime

def to_s
content

end
end

# migrate and populate with some data when executed alone
if $0 == __FILE__
Item.auto_migrate!
Item.create(:content => 'Buy a new MacBook', :created_at

=> DateTime.now)
Item.create(:content => 'Repair lawnmover', :created_at

=> DateTime.now)
end

We use DataMapper here mainly because of the usage of
its “self documenting” property method. After setting the
proper RDMS (sqlite3) and a log facility, we define the Item
class.
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If we execute that file, we also obtain a “migration” effect
on the data base (beware: it’s always a destructive operation)
and some sample data in it. So hit:

$ ruby ./models.rb && cat ./log/dm.log

in order to check that everything works fine.

RESTful (pain text) side

Ok, in first instance let’s start obtaining a “simple” RESTful
behaviour from our application: we’d like to be able to
interact with it without a browser, simple “text/plain” MIME
file are ok (for now). Then we’ll add some nice web interface.

Well, we have to provide “classic” RESTful behaviour:

GET ‘/’ shows all the items
GET ‘/7’ shows the item with id #7
POST ‘/’ creates a new item (content provided through
“content” params), and then shows it
PUT ‘/7’ modifies content of item with id #7, and then
shows it
DELETE ‘/7’ remove item with id #7 from database
Simply using Sinatra DSL we obtain (in app.rb):

get '/', :provides => 'text/plain' do
@items = Item.all(:status => nil)
@items.join("\n")

end

Let’s test it using curl from the command line:

# GET /
$ curl -v -X GET -H "Accept: text/plain"
http://localhost:4567
* About to connect() to localhost port 4567 (#0)
* Trying 127.0.0.1... connected
* Connected to localhost (127.0.0.1) port 4567 (#0)
> GET / HTTP/1.1
> User-Agent: curl/7.16.3 (powerpc-apple-darwin9.0)
libcurl/7.16.3 OpenSSL/0.9.7l zlib/1.2.3
> Host: localhost:4567
> Accept: text/plain
>
< HTTP/1.1 200 OK
< Content-Type: text/plain
< Content-Length: 34
< Connection: keep-alive
< Server: thin 1.0.0 codename That's What She Said
<
Buy a new MacBook
Repair lawnmover
* Connection #0 to host localhost left intact
* Closing connection #0

It works as expected. Let’s finish up with the following
code:

get '/', :provides => 'text/plain' do
@items = Item.all(:status => nil)
@items.join("\n")

end

get '/:id', :provides => 'text/plain' do
@item = Item.get(params[:id])
"#{@item}"

end

post '/', :provides => 'text/plain' do
@item = Item.new
@item.attributes = {:content => params[:content],

:created_at => DateTime.now}
@item.save
"#{@item}"

end

put '/:id', :provides => 'text/plain' do
@item = Item.get(params[:id])
@item.content = params[:content]
@item.save
"#{@item}"

end

delete '/:id', :provides => 'text/plain' do
@item = Item.get(params[:id])
@item.destroy
"ok, item #{params[:id]} deleted"

end

And let’s test it again with curl.

GET method:

# GET /2
$ curl -v -X GET -H "Accept: text/plain"
http://localhost:4567/2
* About to connect() to localhost port 4567 (#0)
* Trying 127.0.0.1... connected
* Connected to localhost (127.0.0.1) port 4567 (#0)
> GET /2 HTTP/1.1
> User-Agent: curl/7.16.3 (powerpc-apple-darwin9.0)
libcurl/7.16.3 OpenSSL/0.9.7l zlib/1.2.3
> Host: localhost:4567
> Accept: text/plain
>
< HTTP/1.1 200 OK
< Content-Type: text/plain
< Content-Length: 16
< Connection: keep-alive
< Server: thin 1.0.0 codename That's What She Said
<
Repair lawnmover
* Connection #0 to host localhost left intact
* Closing connection #0
POST method:

# POST /
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$ curl -v -X POST -H "Accept: text/plain" -d
"content=write on Sinatra" http://localhost:4567
* About to connect() to localhost port 4567 (#0)
* Trying 127.0.0.1... connected
* Connected to localhost (127.0.0.1) port 4567 (#0)
> POST / HTTP/1.1
> User-Agent: curl/7.16.3 (powerpc-apple-darwin9.0)
libcurl/7.16.3 OpenSSL/0.9.7l zlib/1.2.3
> Host: localhost:4567
> Accept: text/plain
> Content-Length: 31
> Content-Type: application/x-www-form-urlencoded
>
< HTTP/1.1 200 OK
< Content-Type: text/plain
< Content-Length: 23
< Connection: keep-alive
< Server: thin 1.0.0 codename That's What She Said
<
write on Sinatra
* Connection #0 to host localhost left intact
* Closing connection #0
PUT method:

# PUT /3
$ curl -v -X PUT -H "Accept: text/plain" -d "content=read/
write on Sinatra" http://localhost:4567/3
* About to connect() to localhost port 4567 (#0)
* Trying 127.0.0.1... connected
* Connected to localhost (127.0.0.1) port 4567 (#0)
> PUT /3 HTTP/1.1
> User-Agent: curl/7.16.3 (powerpc-apple-darwin9.0)
libcurl/7.16.3 OpenSSL/0.9.7l zlib/1.2.3
> Host: localhost:4567
> Accept: text/plain
> Content-Length: 29
> Content-Type: application/x-www-form-urlencoded
>
< HTTP/1.1 200 OK
< Content-Type: text/plain
< Content-Length: 21
< Connection: keep-alive
< Server: thin 1.0.0 codename That's What She Said
<
read/write on Sinatra
* Connection #0 to host localhost left intact
* Closing connection #0
DELETE method:

# DELETE /3
$ curl -v -X DELETE -H "Accept: text/plain"
http://localhost:4567/3
* About to connect() to localhost port 4567 (#0)
* Trying 127.0.0.1... connected
* Connected to localhost (127.0.0.1) port 4567 (#0)
> DELETE /3 HTTP/1.1
> User-Agent: curl/7.16.3 (powerpc-apple-darwin9.0)
libcurl/7.16.3 OpenSSL/0.9.7l zlib/1.2.3
> Host: localhost:4567
> Accept: text/plain
>
< HTTP/1.1 200 OK
< Content-Type: text/plain

< Content-Length: 18
< Connection: keep-alive
< Server: thin 1.0.0 codename That's What She Said
<
ok, item 3 deleted
* Connection #0 to host localhost left intact
* Closing connection #0

Now that we have a functioning application we’d like to
provide a nice web interface to interact with it, using proper
views, CSS, RSS feed and so on…

Web interface side

Well, the first thing to do is to put new get/post/etc
definition below the previouses, otherwise they will glob
client request and the application will stop correctly serving
“text/plain” requests.

Let’s start by serving a page with all the current (yet not
done) items:

get '/' do
@items = Item.all(:status => nil)
erb :index

end

with the companion views/index.erb file:

# index.erb
<% if @items.size > 0 %>

<ul>
<% @items.each do |item| %>

<li> <%= item.content %> [<a href="/edit/<%=
item.id %>">edit</a>] </li>

<% end %>
</ul>

<% else %>
Nothing to do (for now...)

<% end %>

and pointing the browser to http://localhost:4567/ we can
see:
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Good, but pretty rough… Let’s add a layout (views/layout.erb):

# layout.erb
<!DOCTYPE html PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD XHTML 1.1//EN"

"http://www.w3.org/TR/xhtml11/DTD/xhtml11.dtd">
<html>

<title>ToDo manager - Sinatra</title>
<link rel="stylesheet" href="/style.css" type="text/

css" media="screen" />
</head>
<body>
<div id="wrapper">

<div id="menu_wrapper">
<ul id="menu">
<li> <a href="/">All</a>

</li>
<li> <a href="/new">New item</a> </li>

</ul>
<div style="clear: both;"></div>

</div>
<div id="content">
<%= yield %>
</div>

</div>
</body>
</html>

and a stylesheet via Sass (see views/style.ass), that we
have to handle in our routes (alternatively we can also provide
a static CSS file, of course):

get '/style.css' do
sass :style

end

Now everything looks pretty good:

As you can notice, we have already put the “New item”
link in order to enable insertion of new items, as well as a
“done” link to discriminate between “to do” and “done”
items. In app.rb file we add the following lines to handle both
the form view and processing sides:

get '/new' do
erb :new

end

post '/' do
@item = Item.new
@item.attributes = {:content => params[:content],

:created_at => DateTime.now}
@item.save
redirect '/'

end

and this is the views/new.erb file:

<form action="/" method="post">
Insert a new ToDo: <input type="text" name="content"

size="50" />
<input type="submit" value="Save">

</form>

Let’s see how it works:
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Let’s add a route for “completed” items and another to see
all our history:

get '/complete/:id' do
@item = Item.get(params[:id])
@item.status = 'completed'
@item.save
redirect '/'

end

get '/history' do
@items = Item.all(:status => 'completed', :order =>

[:created_at.desc])
erb :history

end

now we have to add the views for history (views/
history.erb):

# history.erb
<ul>
<% @items.each do |item| %>

<li> <%= item.content %> (<%=
item.created_at.strftime("%d.%m.%Y") %>) </li>
<% end %>
</ul>

After adding a proper menu link we have this:

Easy, isn’t it?

Now a little homework to readers: finish up with other
routes and views in order to complete the application (ok, you
can straight look at code…): editing and deletion of an item.

We want just to notice the previously mentioned
workaroud needed to (not yet complaint) browsers (views/

delete.erb):

<form action="/<%= @item.id %>" method="post">
<input name="_method" value="delete" type="hidden" />
<input type="submit" value="Remove!">

</form>

and how easily we can handle in our routes (app.rb):

delete '/:id' do
@item = Item.get(params[:id])
@item.destroy
redirect '/'

end

Now we have an almost completed application:
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What we need more? Yes, an RSS feed (app.rb):

get '/rss.xml' do
@items = Item.all
builder do |xml|
xml.instruct! :xml, :version => '1.0'
xml.rss :version => "2.0" do
xml.channel do
xml.title "ToDo manager - Sinatra"
xml.description "My own to do list with Sinatra"
xml.link "http://localhost:4567/"
@items.each do |item|
xml.item do
xml.title item.content
xml.link "http://localhost:4567/#{item.id}"
xml.description item.content
xml.pubDate

Time.parse(item.created_at.to_s).rfc822()
xml.guid "http://localhost:4567/#{item.id}"

end
end

end
end

end
end

And adding this line in layout header section:

<link rel="alternate" type="application/rss+xml"
title="RSS Feed" href="http://localhost:4567/rss.xml" />

we have done:

Some extras

Before ending this article, we would like to notice some
little features that can come in handy.

It’s possible to use filters in Sinatra, basically they are
implemented with:

before do
...
end

instance inside your application. In the official Sinatra
documentation site is showed how to emulate Rails handling
of nested parameters:

before do
new_params = {}
params.each_pair do |full_key, value|
this_param = new_params
split_keys = full_key.split(/\]\[|\]|\[/)
split_keys.each_index do |index|
break if split_keys.length == index + 1
this_param[split_keys[index]] ||= {}
this_param = this_param[split_keys[index]]

end
this_param[split_keys.last] = value
end
request.params.replace new_params

end

So item[content] become accessible by
params[:title][:content].

A useful command when we want to prevent some route
to swallow other is pass:
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get '/:post_slug' do
pass if params[:id] =~ /(\d{4})-(\d{2})-(\d{2})/
...

end

get '/:date' do
...

end

Two special routes are provided for handling “bad cases”:

• not_found for 404 code
• error for 5xx error code

Conclusion

Sinatra is very well suited for rapid development of small
web application, where all the whole stuff of Rails is not
needed. Or, obviously, it’s a winning tool when we have to
develop an application mainly for delivering content through
lightweight web services.

However with support of Rails Metal it should be possible
to integrate a Sinatra application inside Rails and delegate, for
example, some routes to the former while the bigger part of
the application is still server by the latter.

Resources

Sinatra
http://www.sinatrarb.com

Sinatra book
http://sinatra.rubyforge.org/book.html
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Introduction

It seems like JavaScript just doesn't get much love. Think
about it. We have so many great tools for organizing our
databases, our controllers, our HTML. But what if you want to
add a little JS to the mix? Then, you're faced with an
unenviable choice:

You can put all of your JavaScript into one big,
unmanageable file. Or, you can use multiple files and accept
the slower load times and extra complexity.

But now, thanks to Sprockets, we can have the best of both
options.

Sprockets is a new project by Sam Stephenson at
37signals. It's a ruby library for managing JavaScript
dependencies. With Sprockets and sprockets-rails, you can
break up your JavaScript code into multiple files and
directories. (Hey! That's just like a real programming
language!). Then, when a page is requested, the component JS
files will be assembled on the fly and served as a single file.

But what about the CSS and image files that JavaScript
libraries inevitable require? The normal way of handling those
is to throw them in to a subdirectory of public. But that can get
messy fast.

That's why one of the most useful feature of Sprockets is
the ability to create JavaScript “plugins”. Located in vendor/

sprockets, these plugins let you bundle your JavaScript and its

supporting assets together. A simple rake task (rake
sprockets:xxx) can copy all of the assets to your public
direcory, making upgrades and changes easy.

Three Delicious Flavors

There are three ways that you can use Sprockets.

1. Use it as a Ruby library, so you can create your own
JavaScript build system.

2. Use the sprocketize utility from the command line,
for easy shell scripting.

3. Use the Sprockets-rails plugin, which makes
integration with rails a snap.

We're going to focus on using the sprockets-rails plugin in
this article. For more information, check out
http://getsprockets.com

The Sprockets Syntax

Sprockets uses a special syntax to specify dependencies.
The JavaScript interpreter simply reads the following lines as
comments, but Sprockets knows better:

//= require <file> Include a file located in one of the
include paths in sprockets.yml

//= require "file" Include a file based in the current
directory. You can use relative paths.

//= asset asset/ Specify a path for all assets to be moved
to /public

//= asset somefile.png Specify a single file to be moved.

Installing Sprockets

To install Sprockets and sprockets-rails, you'll need to
make sure that you have git installed, and that you have an
existing rails project to work with.

1. Install the Sprockets gem

Sprockets is distributed as a gem, so installation is easy:
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$ gem install --remote sprockets

2. Install the sprockets-rails plugin

Since sprockets-rails is a rails plugin, installing it is easy as
well:

$ cd your_project_directory
$ script/plugin install git://github.com/sstephenson/
sprockets-rails.git

3. Configure Routes

When you install sprockets-rails, a new controller is added
to your application, called SprocketsController. This controller
has a single show method, which concatenates and serves your
JavaScript files.

Before we can use the controller, however, we need to add
a route. Once this is done, the routes.rb file should look
something like this:

ActionController::Routing::Routes.draw do |map|
# Set up routes for the sprockets-rails plugin
SprocketsApplication.routes(map)

4. Move your old javascript files to their
new home

In a normal Rails application, your JavaScript files live in
the public/javascripts directory. In an application using
Sprockets, they live in app/javascripts.

$ mv public/JavaScripts/* app/JavaScripts

5. Replace your old JavaScript include tags

Our old JavaScript files are going to be concatenated into a
single file located at /sprockets.js. So we'll need to replace
any old calls to javascript_include_tag with a single call to
sprockets_include_tag.

When it's done, our layout looks like this:

<!DOCTYPE html PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD XHTML 1.0
Transitional//EN" "http://www.w3.org/TR/xhtml1/DTD/
xhtml1-transitional.dtd">
<html xmlns="http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml">
<head>

<meta http-equiv="content-type" content="text/html;
charset=utf-8" />
<title>Rails Application With Built-In Helpdesk</title>
<link rel="stylesheet" href="/stylesheets/main.css"

type="text/css" media="screen, projection" />
<%= sprockets_include_tag %>
<%= yield :head %>

</head>

5. Test it out

Now you can start a test server, and open
http://localhost:3000/sprockets.js in a web browser. You
should see that it contains all of your JavaScript files, only
concatenated.

More control

If your as big of a JavaScript junkie as I am, you'll probably
find yourself with certain large chunks of code that need to be
included in one page but not in another. There's no reason to
include your WISIWYG editor in pages that don't use it.

Unfortunately, at the time of this writing, the sprockets-
rails plugin only lets you specify one JavaScript build. Sure,
you can still include the special content using plain old JS
include tags. But that's not what we want.

If you'd like to see how you can modify the sprockets-rails
plugin to achieve this, you can find an example at
http://github.com/starrhorne/sprockets-rails/tree/master

Creating a Sprockets Plugin

Imagine for a moment, that you're Sergey Brin, co-founder
of Google. The market's in a slump. Your stock is down.
You've decided that the only sure fire-way to bring it up is to
reimplement Google in Ruby on Rails. (Hey – it could work!)

You need to implement an autocomplete feature. And you
need it to be able to easily share it between all of the Google
products. In this case, a Sprockets plugin makes a lot of sense.

The anatomy of a Sprockets plugin

Sprockets plugins are pretty simple. In its simplest form, a
sprockets plugin consists of a single file in vendor/sprockets/

plugin_name/src

The first thing we need to do is create a directory:

$mkdir -p vendor/sprockets/autocomplete/src
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And now, I'll just move my autocomplete scripts there:

$mv <some directory>/autocomplete.js vendor/sprockets/
autocomplete/src
$mv <some directory>/menu.js vendor/sprockets/
autocomplete/src

Using the Sprockets plugin in your rails
application

We've created our plugin, but it's not much use until we
tell sprockets to load it. To do this, we open app/javascripts/
application.js and add the following line to the top:

//= require <autocomplete>

Declaring the plugin's dependencies

Our imaginary autocomplete.js file depends on both
prototype.js and menu.js. To declare these dependencies,
we'll add a few lines to the top of autocomplete.js

//= require <prototype>

//= require “menu”

Now, whenever the autocomplete.js file is included by
Sprockets, it will automatically include the other files as well.

Note that the <> syntax causes Sprockets to search all
directories in the include path, while the “” syntax searches
the source file's local directory.

Adding assets to the plugin

Now it's time to set up the assets for the auto-complete
plugin. These consist of two files: autocomplete.css and
autocomplete_corners.png.

We'll create a directory to hold these. Sprockets doesn't
require you to use any particular directory structure for assets,
so we'll keep it simple:

$ mkdir vendor/sprockets/autocomplete/resources
$ mv <some directory>/autocomplete.css vendor/sprockets/
autocomplete/resources
$ mv <some directory>/autocomplete_corners.png vendor/
sprockets/autocomplete/resources

We'll add another line to autocomplete.js, to let Sprockets
know about the resources

//= provide "../resources"

Now we can run rake sprockets:install_assets to copy all
of the files in vendor/sprockets/autocomplete/resources to
public/home

To learn more...

I hope that this article has piqued your curiosity about
Sprockets. Indeed, we've only scratched the surface. If you'd
like to learn more, stop by the project home page at
http://getsprockets.com
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Adding Pre-made Extensions to Radiant CMS
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Radiant CMS is all about making a beautiful and simple
content management system. Most people feel comfortable
with the Radiant interface from the first time they see it –
mostly because of the lack of any complex features and
providing a sense of simplicity. But, once you start using
Radiant for a real web site of any size, the lack of some
advanced features poses a problem. Such simple tasks as re-
ordering pages or uploading images is not built into Radiant,
but luckily this is easily overcome by installing the appropriate
extensions.

While future articles will explain how to build your own
Radiant extensions, this article is essentially a catalogue of
some useful general-purpose Radiant extensions. The
extensions are ordered from how important the author
considers them to be, starting with the extensions that should
be part of virtually any Radiant installation. See below for
instructions on how to install extensions and on how to try out
the demo application built for this article. The extensions have
all been tested using Radiant CMS 0.7.1 from a gem install
with an SQLite database.

Useful Extensions

Let's look at some basic but really useful extensions that
provide great value.

Reorder

If you build menus dynamically from the pages created in
Radiant (e.g. by using Navigation Tags mentioned below), the
Reorder extension is a must. The extension adds a database
field to keep track of the ordering of pages in the page tree,
and it adds arrows in the user interface to let the web master
change this ordering. It also ensures that the pages will be
returned in the specified order by default.

Paperclipped

Since Radiant does not include any asset handling, several
extensions exists to allow the web master to upload, manage
and display images, videos, documents and other types of
files. The Page Attachment extension - based on the
attachment_fu plugin - is widely used and supported, but I
recommend the newer and more user-friendly Paperclipped
extension for this task. It is based on the paperclip plugin, and
it allows the web master to easily upload and insert assets
while editing a page. Further, it adds an "Assets" tab providing
an overview of all uploaded assets and the ability to filter and
search through assets.
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Copy/Move

The Copy/Move extension is, like Reorder and
Paperclipped, an extension you can hardly go without on a
production web site. It allows the webmaster to copy a page,
with or without children or to move the page somewhere else
in the page tree. Without this extension the web master is
reduced to manually copy page content when the site
structure is refactored, which is not something anyone should
endure.

Extensions for the Developers

While the first set of extensions were for the benefit of the
web master, we now move on to some extensions aimed at
the developer(s) of the web site.

Navigation Tags

You can generate static navigation menus in Radiant using
the built-in <r:navigation> tag, and you can also generate a
menu that changes dynamically with the page tree using a
variety of Radius-tags. The former approach is not well suited
unless the web master knows where and how to edit the static
menu, and the latter might be a bit complicated for
newcomers to Radiant. One solution is to use the Navigation
Tags extension. It adds an <r:nav> tag which will render pages
on a certain level in the page tree, or the entire page tree if
need be, taking supplied options into account.

Nested Layouts

This extension will help developers to stay DRY (Don't
Repeat Yourself) when building the website. Any site beyond

the very basic will have certain variations to the layout of
different pages and sections, and while this can be solved by
clever use of page parts and snippets to a certain degree,
making multiple Radiant layouts will often be a more intuitive
solution - especially from the point of view of the web master.
Without Nested Layouts you will need to separate any code
shared between layouts into snippets that you include in each
layout, but with this extension you can make a master layout
with the basic markup required by all pages, and then create
several child layouts with variations in the design.

Styles and Scripts

Radiant allows us to work with pages, snippets and
layouts, but where do we put our stylesheets and javascripts?
The default usage in Radiant is to simply add them as pages in
the page tree with layout that sets a content type of either text/
css or text/javascript. You can see an example of this
approach if you choose one of the templates available when
running rake db:bootstrap on a vanilla Radiant install. Another
approach is to manage these files statically and put them in
their respective directories within the public directory. A third
approach is to use the Styles and Scripts extension which adds
"CSS" and "JS" tabs where stylesheets and javascripts can be
managed independently of content and layouts. It also
provides tags for easily referring to these styles and scripts
from layouts and pages. At the time of writing this article, the
Styles and Scripts extension in the extension registry is not
compatible with the newest versions of Radiant. The Radiant
core team's fork of the extension at http://github.com/radiant/
radiant-sns-extension/ should be used instead.

Concurrent Draft

Radiant's built-in workflow support is limited to setting the
status of each page to either draft, reviewed, published or
hidden, and this is enough in most cases. However, once a
web site is running it is not possible to work on a new draft of
a page while still having the old page displayed. The
Concurrent Draft extension changes this and allows the web
master to work on a draft and schedule when the new version
of the page should be promoted to the live website to be
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visible by all. The extension does not add real versioning of
pages, but it improves the workflow to be more suitable for
medium and large web sites.

Advanced Extensions

The last extensions mentioned in this article are more of a
technical and advanced nature.

Share Layouts

You can add your own models, controllers and views to a
Radiant web site, preferably by building your own extensions
specific to your site, something that will be explained in future
articles of the Rails Magazine. Once you start building your
own dynamic pages running along-side your static Radiant
pages, you will face the need to use the same layouts across
all pages, dynamic or static. Share Layouts allows you to refer
to a Radiant layout instead of Rails layout in your custom
controllers by means of the radiant_layout 'layout name'

command. This way, you still have full control over the
layouts and menus from Radiant, even for your dynamic
pages.

Exception Notification

Once you have your Radiant site in production, you will
want to be notified of any errors that occurs on the site. Even
if you haven't added any custom code to Radiant, a lot of
things can still go wrong. The Exception Notification
extension wraps the widely used plugin of the same name, but
adds the Internal Error page type, which gives you full control
of the page shown when errors occur within Radiant. The
extension requires ActionMailer to be enabled (disabled by
default by Radiant) and it needs to know where to send e-
mails to. This is all explained in detail in the readme file
bundled with the extension.

Settings

Radiant has a database table where it stores configuration
such as the title displayed in the administration pages and
what parts to add as per default to new pages. Many
extensions also add their configuration to this table. Normally
you would have to change these settings using the console,
but the Settings extension adds a tab where the configuration
can be edited directly from the browser. This makes life easier
if you have to change configuration settings on a regular basis,
or want the web master to be able to change them easily.

Installing a Radiant extension

To install a Radiant extension, you will need to have a
console open at the root of Radiant CMS-based Rails
application. Extensions that are registered in the Radiant CMS
Extension registry can be installed as easily as a Rails plugin
with the command:

script/extension install [extension name]

This will add the extension to your application (as a
submodule, if you use Git), will run any database migrations
the extension might have and let it copy any images,
javascripts or stylesheet to the public directory it might need
to refer. Remember to restart the Rails application to get the
extension loaded.

For extensions not in the registry, you will need to
manually download/clone them into the /vendor/extensions/

[extension name] and run these commands:

rake radiant:extensions:[extension name]:migrate
rake radiant:extensions:[extension name]:update

Once you deploy your application, you will probably also
need to run migrations for all of the installed extensions
(unless you start out with a clone of your development
database). This can be done by running the following
command on the server:

rake RAILS_ENV=production db:migrate:extensions
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Sample Demo application

You can easily try out all the extensions and see them in
action by cloning the demo application that has been made
available on Github. You will need to have the Radiant gem
and the SQLite gem installed (the latter is not necessary if you
know how to change the application to use another database
system), which is also shown below. Finally, you will need to
bootstrap Radiant, migrate all the extensions and start the
server. The following set of commands show how to do it:

gem install radiant
gem install sqlite3-ruby

git clone git://github.com/RSpace/railsmag-radiant.git
git submodule init
git submodule update

At this point we have the Radiant application locally, but
the database is not initialized. One little snag with Radiant
extensions is that they most often need to be disabled in order
for Radiant to be able bootstrap the database. This is because
Radiant will load the extensions before executing any rake
tasks, and extensions relying on something in the database,
typically the config-table, will fail.

So, open config/environment.rb and remove the comment
at the config.extensions = [] line. Now bootstrap the
database:

rake db:bootstrap

Now, out comment the line again in config/enviroment.rb.
Migrate all the extensions, and finally; start the server and
open the site http://localhost:3000 in your browser:

rake db:migrate:extensions
script/server

Conclusion

There are more great extensions out there, many of which
adds specific functionality to Radiant such as managing a
picture gallery or sending out newsletters. Some can be found
at the Radiant extension registry, but I also recommend doing
a search for "radiant extension" on Github in your search of
useful extensions.
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Resources

Sample Demo Application
http://github.com/railsmagazine/rmag_downloads/tree/master/issue_5/casper_fabricius-radiant/

Reorder Extension
http://github.com/radiant/radiant-reorder-extension/

Paperclipped Extension
http://github.com/kbingman/paperclipped/

Copy/Move Extension
http://github.com/pilu/radiant-copy-move/

Navigation Tags Extension
http://github.com/derencius/navigation_tags/

Nested Layouts Extension
http://github.com/moklett/radiant-nested-layouts-extension/

Styles and Scripts Extension
http://github.com/radiant/radiant-sns-extension/

Concurrent Draft Extension
http://github.com/avonderluft/radiant-concurrent_draft-extension/

Share Layouts Extension
http://github.com/radiant/radiant-share-layouts-extension/

Exception Notification Extension
http://github.com/digitalpulp/radiant-exception-notification-extension/

Settings Extension
http://github.com/Squeegy/radiant-settings/

Radiant extension registry
http://ext.radiantcms.org/
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Protecting Your Application From Impostors

by Gavin Morrice

Gavin Morrice is a freelance
Ruby developer/consultant.
He specializes in developing
web applications using the
Ruby on Rails framework. Gavin is a BDD
(behavior driven development) enthusiast,
which means the code he writes caters
precisely to his clients specifications and
business goals.

If your application is open to the public, where people can
freely create a user account and start adding content or
posting comments or forum entries, it's important that you
maintain some control over what they can and cannot do.

Leaving usernames like "admin", "webmaster" or your
domain name up for grabs could be pretty damaging,
especially if they are misused by a malicious user. Imagine if a
member of the public was free to leave offensive comments
using your name or "admin".

By taking a few basic precautions, you can prevent this
sort of abuse without having to continuously monitor your
app. Here are a couple of ideas to get you started.

The simplest option is to use validates_exclusion_of to
check if a new user's username appears in a list of prohibited
usernames:

class User < ActiveRecord::Base

validates_exclusion_of :username,
:in => %w{ admin webmaster mydomain.com },
:on => :create,
:message => "is not available"

end

If the user's username appears in the array of names passed
to the :in option, then the record is invalid. The error message
here reads simply "is not available". You could go with
something more authoritarian like "is restricted!" but that's not
really necessary.

One problem with this approach is that
validates_exclusion_of is case-sensitive. If a user signs up with
the username "Admin" or "ADMIN", then their username will
not be invalid. You could get around this with a
before_validation callback to format the username before it's
validated. But that means the original case will not be
preserved.

class User < ActiveRecord::Base

before_validation :downcase_username

validates_exclusion_of :username,
:in => %w{ admin administrator superuser mydomain.com

},
:on => :create,
:message => "is not available"

private

def downcase_username
self.username.downcase!

end

end

Another problem with this approach is that
validates_exclusion_of only checks for exact values so
"admin1" or "admin:" would be considered valid even though
they are still misleading.

For a more effective validation, you can write your own
custom method and call it using validate or
validate_on_create.

class User < ActiveRecord::Base

validate_on_create :check_username_is_allowed

private

def check_username_is_allowed
%w{ admin webmaster mydomain }.each do

|restricted_value|
errors.add(:username, "is not available") if

username =~ /#{restricted_value}/i unless
errors.on(:username)

end
end

end
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In this example, the private method
check_username_is_allowed will be called before any new user
records are created. The user's username is scanned for each
of the restricted values and if the restricted value appears
anyplace within the username an error message "is not
available" is added. This means we can now restrict
usernames like "admin1" and "administrator" as well as
"Admin:" and "Administrator". You'll notice there's an 'i' after
the regular expression. This ensures the regexp will be case
insensitive. You'll also notice the 'unless' clause. This will
ensure an error will only be added if there are not already
errors on the username; No point in bombarding the user with
several error messages on the same attribute.

We can expand this a little further by moving the array of
restricted values to a constant:

class User < ActiveRecord::Base

RESTRICTED_NAMES = %w{
admin
webmaster
mydomain.com
superuser

}

validate_on_create :check_username_is_allowed

private

def check_username_is_allowed
RESTRICTED_NAMES.each do |restricted|
errors.add(:username, "is not available") if

username =~ /#{restricted}/i unless errors.on(:username)
end

end

end

Once you start thinking of the reserved or offensive words
you want to prohibit you'll probably surprise yourself with
how many you can think of. Moving these values to an
constant will keep your check_username_is_allowed method
small and legible regardless of how many restricted names
you add to the list.

Finally, you may decide to extend this idea across more
than one model. For example, you may also have a comment
model that you want to add the same sort of validation to. In
this case, to keep your models DRY, you should move this
code to a module and include it where required.

# in lib/username_validations
module UsernameValidations

# this method is invoked when the module is included
into another module or class
def self.included(my_class)
my_class.send(:validate_on_create,

:check_username_is_allowed)
end

RESTRICTED_NAMES = %w{
admin
webmaster
mydomain.com
superuser

}

private

def check_username_is_allowed
RESTRICTED_NAMES.each do |restricted|
errors.add(:username, "is not available") if

username =~ /#{restricted}/i unless errors.on(:username)
end

end

end

and, in your models:

class User < ActiveRecord::Base
include UsernameValidations

end
class Comment < ActiveRecord::Base
include UsernameValidations

end

By writing some custom validations like this you can
prevent people from adding inappropriate content to your site,
saving you from having to filter through every new post/
comment etc. checking them. You can also employ the same
method to help prevent spam on your site. Just add the usual
words, viagra, weight-loss etc. to the list of restricted values.
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geography_division_select tag

by Satish Kota

Satish Kota is the founder and chief
technical architect of Heurion Consulting
Pvt Ltd www.heurionconsulting.com, a
small RoR shop based in Bangalore, India.
He has about 10+ years of experience in
developing software for various industries
and has worked on multiple technologies
such as Ruby on Rails, PHP, Microsoft etc.
His interests in Ruby on Rails help him not
only develop exciting applications, but
also to promote the technology. Satish is
the Moderator of Bangalore's Ruby Users
Group and also provides Corporate/
Institutional Training in India. If you have
any projects to be executed or training to
be conducted, you can reach Satish at
satishkota@heurionconsulting.com. Satish
is also the promoter of www.abilitz.com
(built on Ruby on Rails and promoting
jobs for Freshers in India).

Introduction

There has been so many plugins in Ruby on Rails space
and we have been always re-inventing the wheel and writing
again and again… Why do we do that? One of the main
reasons are that many plugins have been built for particular
reasons but never integrated them. One of these plugins is the
country_select. state_select is yet another one. The former is
used to select countries and the later to select the state. What
happened to the regions… should we write one more plugin
to say region_select or continent_select? This motivated me to
integrate all the plugins so that we have one plugin. When I
started to write the geography_division_select I had in mind
that I want to integrate regions, countries and states. But by
the time implementation completed, I had added multiple
features such as conditions, priority list and selected options.

What does Geography Division
Select do?

Geography Division Select is a select tag which helps
developers to display all divisions of the World. This plugin is
similar to the country_select and state_select plugins and
includes both mechanisms. Using Geography Division Select
a user can:

• List all the Regions (Continents) of the world (based
on conditions)

• List all the Countries of the world (based on
conditions)

• List all the States/Provinces/Districts etc, for Each (or
more) Country(ies) - based on conditions

• Provide drill downs based on :only and :exclude

conditions
• Support priority listing
• Support preselected listing

Geography Division Select can be used by in multiple
ways:

• By using geography_division_select with object and
method and option. This creates an HTML SELECT tag
along with OPTION tags.

• By using Rails select_tag and sending the options by
use of geography_division_options_for_select.

• By using HTML SELECT tag and wrapping around
Option Tags by use of
geography_division_options_for_select.

• By using geography_division_select as part of Form
Tag.

Where is the plugin available?

It is available on github:

git clone git://github.com/heurionconsulting/
geography_division_select.git

Usage

Geography Division select can be used in two ways:
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1. Select tag which generates the HTML SELECT and
OPTION tags: geography_division_select(object,
method, options, html_options)

2. Select tag which generates just OPTION TAGS
which can be wrapped around a HTML SELECT
TAG:

geography_division_options_for_select(options)

The main entity that controls the display of
geography_division_select is the options section. The main
supported elements are:

• :drilldown - This keyword identifies the type of data
to be shown as part of dropdown. Supported types of
drilldown are:

◦ :drilldown => country" - displays the
countries of the world based on
conditions.

◦ :drilldown => "state" - displays the states/
provinces/atolls/islands,etc., of a country
based on conditions:

◦ :drilldown => "region" - displays the
regions (continents) of the world based on
conditions. This is the default type of
drilldown.

• :selected - This keyword identifies which option in
the dropdown has to be preselected.

• :priority - This keyword identifies if there is any
priority selection that has to be provided along with
the complete list. This helps if the developer wants to
ensure priority for a particular country/state/region.

• :only - This keyword provides support to identify
conditions for the drilldown to provide display of
that particular or set of drilldown elements. Only
Conditions has to be used in conjunction of the
drilldown type to identify better selection of
drilldown data.

• :exclude - This keyword provides support to exclude
a list of options while creating the dropdown
options. Just like :only condition, :exclude condition
can be used in conjunction of the drilldown types to
allow better selection of drilldown data.

Notes

:only and :exclude conditions can have multiple drilldowns
as part of the conditions. It helps in making correct query of
options that are displayed:

:only => {:country=>"United States Of America",
:region=>"North America"}

:exclude=>{:country=>"India", :state=>"Karnataka"}

For any select tag both :only and :exclude can be used
together:

{ :only => { :region=>"Asia", :country=>"India" }, :exclude {

:state=>"Karnataka" }}

Any conditions either in :only or :exclude you can use
multiple elements (separated by comma)

:only=> { :country => "India, United States of America,
United Kingdom, France, Spain" }

:exclude => { :region => "Africa, Asia, North America" }
:only => { :region => "Asia, Africa, North America"},
:exclude => { :country => "India, United States Of
America, South Africa" }

By using :only conditions care has to be taken to ensure
that the parent of the drilldown would be neglected. The
various options are:

• Has region drilldown only: both the country and the
state are considered if they are part of :exclude
condition.

• Has country drilldown only: only the state is
considered if it is part of :exclude condition. If the
region is part of :only or :exclude condition it is not
considered for calculation of states.

• Has state drilldown only: only the state is
considered. If region or country is part of :only or
:exclude condition, they are ignored for calculation
of list of states. Examples:

:only => { :region => "Asia" }, :exclude => { :country =>
"India", :state => "Karnataka" } # Valid

:only => { :country => "India" }, :exclude => { :region =>
"North America"} # the same as :only => { :country =>
"India" }
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:only => { :region => "Asia", :country => "India"} # the
same as :only => { :country => "India" }

:only => { :state => "Washington" }, :exclude => { :region
=> "Asia" } # the same as :only => { :state =>
"Washington" }

:only => { :state => "Washington" }, :exclude => { :region
=> "Asia", :country => "United States of America" } # the
same as :only => { :state => "Washington" }

:only => { :country => "United States of America", :state
=> "Washington" }, :exclude => { :region => "Asia" } #
the same as :only => { :state=> "Washington" }

:only => { :region => "North America", :state => "New
York" }, :exclude => { :country => "United States of
America" } # the same as :only => { :state => "New York" }

:only => { :region => "North America", :country => "United
States of America", :state => "New York" } # the same as
:only => { :state => "New York"}

That's it! you are ready to use the plugin.

Examples

The ReadMe file has many examples, the first ones are
listed below for illustration. You can just copy and paste these
examples in a view to get a better understanding of the
options.

Default Entity:

<%= geography_division_select("geography","geography") %>

displays all the 7 regions of the world.

Region Drilldown using Region Only Conditions:

<%= geography_division_select("geography", "geography",
:drilldown => "region", :only=> { :region => "Europe,
North America, South America" }) %>

displays the 3 regions as set in the :only conditions

Region Drilldown using Region Exclude Conditions:

<%= geography_division_select("geography","geography",
:drilldown => "country", :exclude => { :region => "North
America, South America" }) %>

displays the all the regions of the world except regions
declared in :exclude condition.

Country Drilldown:

<%= select_tag("geography",
geography_division_options_for_select(
:drilldown=>"country")) %>

displays all the countries in the world.

State Drilldown using Country in Only conditions:

<select name="geography">
<%= geography_division_options_for_select( :drilldown =>
"state", :only => { :country => "India" }) %>
</select>

displays all the states of India.

State Drilldown using Country in Only conditions:

<select name="geography">
<%= geography_division_options_for_select( :drilldown =>
"state", :only => { :country => "India, United Kingdom" })
%></select>

displays all the states of India and United Kingdom.

Future work

I have tried my best to implement everything, however
there are still formatting options that I need to provide.
Currently when a developer selects a country, only countries
will be listed and so is with regions and states. However I
have plans to implement formatting options such that we
display a drill down mechanism to allow users to view the
dropdown in a much better fashion. So much for the next
version.

Resources

Plugin page
http://github.com/heurionconsulting/geography_division_select/tree/master
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RailsBridge: Rebooting the Rails Community

by Mike Gunderloy

Mike Gunderloy is a full-time Rails
developer and contributor. He has 30
years of experience in writing computer
software across numerous operating
systems and languages and is the author or
co-author of nearly 50 books and
hundreds of articles in print and online
magazines. Mike is and President of
RailsBridge, Inc. and a partner at
ActionRails, a high-end Rails consultancy
that specializes in technical guidance and
code review for new and existing Rails
projects.

Ruby on Rails developers have long had an image problem
in some circles. You don’t have to be involved with Rails for
long before you run across descriptions like “ghetto,”
“arrogant,” and “sexist.” To some extent, this attitude has been
positively encouraged by a few leaders in the Rails
community who apparently like to cultivate an outlaw
persona.

Earlier this year, a group of us came together on a mailing
list to discuss the state of the Rails community and our
dissatisfaction with this portrayal of Rails developers. After a
few weeks of discussion, RailsBridge http://railsbridge.org was
born. It didn’t take us long to come up with some basic
principles we agreed on:

The RailsBridge Mission:

To create an inclusive and friendly Ruby on Rails
community.

The RailsBridge Guidelines:

• First, do no harm. Then, help where you can.

• Bridge the gap from aspiring developer to
contributing community member, through
mentoring, teaching, and writing.

• Reach out to individuals and groups who are
underrepresented in the community.

• Collaborate with other groups with similar goals.

From this beginning, RailsBridge has grown to over 400
Rubyists working on a variety of projects. As an all-volunteer
organization, RailsBridge has already been able to harness
energy in many directions. As of mid-2009, here are our most
active initiatives:

Open Workshops

http://wiki.railsbridge.org/projects/railsbridge/wiki/
Workshops/ is developing open-source workshop materials
and hosting workshops for new and aspiring developers to
learn Ruby and Rails. They’ve already given some fabulously
successful workshops and brought new people in to Rails.

Rails Mentors

http://www.railsmentors.org/ is promoting “Learn, Use,
Teach, Repeat” by matching up volunteer mentors with those
who want to learn everything from testing to entrepreneurship.
There are dozens of mentors and hundreds of learners
involved.

Teaching Kids

http://teachingkids.railsbridge.org/ has put together and
taught a Shoes-based course to introduce middle schoolers to
Ruby coding. Their materials are open source as well.

Builders

http://builders.railsbridge.org/ are matching up volunteers
with 501(c)3 tax-exempt organizations to deliver pro-bono
Rails consulting.

Rails Tutor

http://railstutor.org/ is developing a complete Rails course
for beginners, together with a sample application to help in
learning Rails.
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Ruby Challenge

http://rubychallenge.com/ is developing a puzzle-based
way to improve your Ruby skills.

In addition to these projects, RailsBridge has helped push
for childcare at conferences, conducted code reviews for
college student projects, and provides support to Rails
developers via the #railsbridge channel on Freenode IRC.
We’ve also got a long, long list of other projects that we want
to tackle in the future; there’s no shortage of ideas for making
the Rails world a better place.

But without volunteers, RailsBridge would be nothing.
Despite the 400-plus people already involved, there’s always
room for more. If you’ve ever felt uneasy about the reputation
of Rails developers, or deplored the casual sexism at
conferences, or wondered where the next generation of
programmers was going to come from - now’s your chance to
actually do something about it. Drop by our web site or join
the railsbridge Google Group or #railsbridge IRC channel to
find out more. We’re looking forward to hearing from you!

RailsBridge: Rebooting the Rails Community by Mike Gunderloy
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Prince: Powerful PDF Generation (for a King’s
Ransom?)

by Michael Bleigh

Michael Bleigh is the
Creative Director and Open
Source Activist at Intridea,
Inc.
(http://www.intridea.com/), a leading agile
software consultancy focused on Ruby and
Rails. He has authored numerous open
source libraries for Ruby including
Princely, SubdomainFu, TwitterAuth, and
TweetStream.

As expressed by Rodrigo Rosas in Rails Magazine issue 4,
there are many ways to handle PDF generation in the Ruby
and Rails world. These solutions come with varying degrees of
effort, learning, and success. There is, however, one solution
that provides powerful and flexible generation of PDFs simply
by writing HTML templates. For a web application, this can be
an ideal solution.

Enter Prince XML

Prince XML [1] is a PDF generation library that utilizes
HTML and CSS as source material, outputting a well-styled,
professional-looking PDF document in the process. The results
are impressive, and Prince even provides custom CSS rules to
handle print-specific concerns such as page-breaking, image
pixel density, and more.

I came across Prince when I needed slick, polished PDFs
for a project that was on a severe time crunch. The prospect of
(mostly) re-using the existing HTML templates for the
application sold me on the benefits, but there is one major
drawback: price.

Prince XML is a commercial software library with a range
of licenses, ranging from a personal license (one user, one
computer) at $495 to a network license at $3,800. You can
download a free version of Prince that will simply watermark
the generated PDFs (great for local development) and you can

also contact the vendor to negotiate OEM licenses for software
and applications.

The cost of Prince may make it beyond the range of some
projects, but if you are working on a web application and PDF
generation is near the heart of it, I would strongly recommend
considering what I believe is the most powerful and flexible
PDF library available to web application developers.

To use Prince you just need to install it. They have
downloads available for most operating systems, so simply
follow the instructions on their website to get it running.

Princely: Prince on Rails

Princely [2] is a Rails plugin that provides you fast and
easy access to Prince’s PDF generation capabilities within an
application. To get started, all you need to do is add the
Princely gem to your Rails environment.

config.gem ‘princely’, :source => ‘http://gemcutter.org’

Alternatively, you can install Princely as a plugin in your
Rails application:

script/plugin install git://github.com/mbleigh/
princely.git

Now you’re ready to start generating PDFs. The best thing
about Princely is that it provides hooks to the standard Rails
render stack by adding a PDF mimetype to your application.
Once the plugin is installed, you can render a PDF from a
Rails template simply by calling render :pdf.

Let’s examine some of the features of Princely and Prince
XML can provide through a hypothetical real-world example.
Let’s say you’re building an online application for scholarly
articles and you want to be able to easily generate PDF
versions of the articles. We’ll walk through the architecture of
the application and it’s basic HTML layout and then show
how to turn that HTML into a PDF with almost no
modification to the markup. The method we can use to add
PDF using Prince is somewhat similar to adding Javascript to
an application with progressive enhancement: we can add it
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in to our existing application unobtrusively and utilizing
what’s already there.

The Application Setup

We’ll begin with a simple controller setup to display
articles stored in Textile format. In a brand-new Rails
application, install the Princely plugin using one of the
methods outlined above and then generate an
ArticlesController:

script/generate controller articles

Now let’s build the basic controller and action. We won’t
be bothering with any of the ActiveRecord setup, instead we’ll
write a quick class that will generate fake articles for us using
the Faker [3] gem (add config.gem ‘faker’ to your
environment.rb to use it). Put this into models/article.rb.

class Article
def self.find(*args)
Article.new

end

def title
@title ||= Faker::Lorem.words(6).join(' ').titleize

end

def body
arr = Faker::Lorem.paragraphs(13)
[2, 6, 10].each do |i|
arr.insert(i, "h3. #{Faker::Lorem.sentence}")

end
@body ||= arr.join("\n\n")

end

def body_html
RedCloth.new(self.body).to_html

end

def author
@author ||= Faker::Name.name

end
end

This will stub out the basic information we need for our
“scholarly article,” so we can move on to building the
controller. It’s a simple action that we will later add to when
adding PDF support.

class ArticlesController < ApplicationController
def show
@article = Article.find(params[:id])
end

end

Let’s create a basic HTML view for our article in articles/
show.html.erb.

<div class='header'>
<h1><%= @article.title %></h1>
<span class='author'>by <%= @article.author %></span>

</div>

<div class='body'>
<%= @article.body_html %>

</div>

Finally, we need to add in the routing for to make it
accessible from our application. Add this to config/routes.rb:

map.resources :articles

If you boot up your application, you should be able to see
a fake article in HTML by going to /articles/1234.html (any
number will do since we don’t actually care about the ID in
our faked-out example).

Princely in Action

Once we’ve gotten our basic HTML application set up we
can add Prince PDF support quite easily. We will be doing so
in two steps: first we will update our controller to output PDF
content and second we will create a custom print stylesheet to
make the output look nice. To update the controller, we
simply need to add PDF to a new respond_to block:

class ArticlesController < ApplicationController
def show
@article = Article.find(params[:id])

respond_to do |format|
format.html
format.pdf {
render :pdf => @article.title,
:template => "articles/show.html.erb",
:stylesheets => "prince" }

end
end

end

What we are essentially doing here is saying “If the article
is viewed with the PDF format, render a PDF named after the
title using the same template as the HTML and with a special
stylesheet called ‘prince’.” In fact, if you now visit /articles/
1234.pdf in your application, you should be prompted to
download a PDF file with a random Lorem-ipsum title. You’re
already most of the way there! The output should look
something like this:

Prince: Powerful PDF Generation (for a King’s Ransom?) by Michael Bleigh
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While the output already works, the reason we’re using
Prince in the first place is to effortlessly add a professional-
looking PDF version of our scholarly article. The real power of
Prince comes in using the power of CSS to style a PDF
document. Create a new stylesheet at public/stylesheets/
prince.css with this inside:

body {
font-family: "Book Antiqua", serif;
font-size: 11pt;

}

div.body {
column-count: 2;

}

div.header {
background: #036;
color: white;
padding: 0.25in;
border-radius: 0.25in;
margin-bottom: 0.3in;

}

h1 {
string-set: doctitle content();
margin: 0 0 0.1in;

}

span.author {
font-size: 1.5em;
string-set: docauthor content();
margin: 0;
color: #bcf;

}

h3 {
font-style: italic;
colro: #036;

}

@page {
font-family: "Book Antiqua", serif;
margin: 0.75in;

@top-left {
content: string(doctitle);
font-weight: bold;

}
@top-right {
content: string(docauthor);

font-style: italic;
}
@bottom {
content: counter(page);

}
}

Most of this looks like (and is) ordinary CSS styling. Prince
will pick it all up and apply it appropriately, letting you use
the tools with which you’re already familiar. There are,
however, some Prince-specific CSS properties [4] that you can
use to work best with the print medium. In this example, we
have used column-count to split the article into two columns.
We have also used the @page selector to supply header and
footer information as well as the page margins. You can set
content to be used in these special CSS selectors with the
string-set CSS property. You can also easily add a page
counter as you can see in the @bottom section.

Once you’ve added the PDF generating CSS you can visit
/articles/1234.pdf again and your output will look something
like this:

That’s it! With just a plugin installation, a quick change to
a controller, and a short stylesheet we’ve created a
professional-looking PDF version of our article using the exact
same markup as the HTML version of the page. Of course you
can go well beyond the basic example here (for instance,
hiding certain elements in the print version with display:

none). You can also apply custom layouts to your HTML
content using the render :pdf helper.

Go Forth and Print

This example was extremely simple, but that’s the beauty
of Prince and Princely: you can create top-quality PDFs with
as little effort as possible. I’ve found the quality and usefulness
of Prince to far excel what I’ve been able to achieve with any
other PDF library.

The cost of Prince makes it a bit daunting to include in
your application, but if print functionality hits at the heart of
what you’re trying to accomplish, you’ll be hard-pressed to
find a better solution. And, with Princely, PDF generation in
Rails has never been easier.

Prince: Powerful PDF Generation (for a King’s Ransom?) by Michael Bleigh
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Resources

1. Prince XML home page
http://www.princexml.com

2. Princely plugin github page
http://github.com/mbleigh/princely

3. Faker gem
http://faker.rubyforge.org

4. Prince XML official documentation
http://www.princexml.com/doc/7.0/properties/

Prince: Powerful PDF Generation (for a King’s Ransom?) by Michael Bleigh
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Ruby C Extension Development

by Claudio Fiorini

Claudio Fiorini is a Web
Application Developer and
works as Consultant for
various companies based in
Rome (Italy). A fan of GNU/
Linux, Postgres and Ruby
with sporadic Ardunio hack. Some of his
open source works can be seen at
www.claudiofiorini.it

Why extend?

Many times during development of a web application or
writing a console script for regular system administration task,
we realize that we need a special feature or a method that
works differently as per our needs. So, we just reinstance the
class and create a method with a different name and then call
our new method, to achieve our desired result. Here is an
example, where we add a custom feature to the Fixnum class:

class Fixnum
def my_s
puts self.to_s
end
end

k = 12
k.my_s

We use Fixnum class and add a method my_s and inside we
print out the string conversion of the number without
explicitly calling puts. Trivial, but you get the point. But, if we
have something more complicated and we need execution
speed, what do we do? We extend the to_s function using
Ruby's native language. So we need C or create a brand new
extension that satisfies our needs.

Before we start developing a new extension, it is a good
idea to google and see if something already exists (we don't
want to re-invent the wheel) and if we do find something that
could be useful, we could then extend that extension. Most of

the times it is hard to find what you need, so we have to write
ourselves a new extension.

Why pick Ruby or C?

Ruby is a scripting language, completely object oriented,
and its lastest version is 1.9, and it includes many new
features. The Ruby interpreter is written in C, and its
extensions could be written in ruby code, well known as pure
ruby, or written in C. When we use gem1.8 or gem1.9
command to install a ruby extension, we can see that the first
row is “Building native...” which means that the gem is
written in C.

But why create a ruby extension in its native language?
One reason could be for performance. Hpricot, which is an
HTML parser, is a very good example. Another reason is when
one needs to use a library written in C like 'libpq', which is an
interface for using the Postgresql database, in a gem named
'postgres'. I suggest the reader to take a look at 'postgres'
extension, after you have your feet wet reading this article.
The 'postgres' extension uses many concepts that are very
useful to create complex extensions and I will show some of
these in our extension that we build in this article named
Rmag. So sit back and enjoy!

Writing our first extension

The very first thing we do is to download the Ruby source
code from his official repository accessing by svn or just a
tarball and start to get familiar with the content of the
directories. For the rest of the article, I will assume that you
are familiar with the Ruby source code.

Setting up the development environment

Writing an extension for Ruby is something that can be
achived by anyone that has some basic knowledge of the C
language and some time to go deep into the source code. In
this article, we will create a basic Ruby extension, to show
concepts that most of all you can find in the source code, on a
machine running Ubuntu Hardy Heron 8.04. We will need
the following packages to start with:

• ruby1.8
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• ruby1.8-dev

• build-essential

Building the sample Rmag extension. Now, let's start with
the skeleton files of our extension:

rmag/
rmag.c # source code
extconf.rb # ruby file to create makefile
example.rb # a simple script to show our ext
LICENSE # license
README # some info

rmag.c is the core file of our extension. Here we have a
very basic starting point:

1.1 #include “ruby.h”
1.2 #include <stdio.h>

1.3 VALUE rb_cRmag;

1.4 void Init_Rmag()
{

1.5 rb_cRmag = rb_define_class(“Rmag”, rb_cObject);
}

1.3 In Ruby everything is an object, so when we pass data
to a Ruby method, it is referenced in C as type VALUE but using
macros (included in ruby.h), we can get the Ruby type. In this
line, we set the variable for our extension that is accessible
from our extension and from other parts of Ruby code as well.

1.4 Init_rmag function - is a global function called from the
interpreter when we use our extension.

1.5 rb_define_class function accepts 2 params: a string for
the name of the class and its parent class object.

rb_cObject is a C global variable that contains the Ruby
Object class. Its name is derived e from a convention: 'rb'
indicates that it is a Ruby enviroment object, 'c' indicates that
it is a class and Object indicates its distinguished name. In
fact, looking in ruby.h we find that ruby variable examples like
rb_mKernel, where 'm' is for module or rb_eFatal!!!

These few lines are good to be compiled, using ruby
library 'mkmf'. We create a makefile in extconf.rb as follows:

require 'mkmf'
ext_name = 'Rmag'
create_makefile(ext_name)

Running this script, we create the makefile which is used
to compile rmag.c.

# make

Now, to test our new extension, we can write an example
test code example.rb as follows:

require 'Rmag'
cl = Rmag.new
puts cl

and the output is:

#<Rmag:0xb7c75ad0>

That shows our extension works!!!

Introducing advanced
functionality

Now, it is time to create our first method for the Rmag
class:

void Init_rmag()
{
rb_cRmag = rb_define_class(“Rmag”, rb_cObject);
rb_define_method(rb_cRmag, “strlen”, rmag_strlen, 1);

}

where,

the first param of rb_define_method is our class initialized,

strlen is ruby method name,

rmag_strlen is a C function name

and 1 is the number of parameters that strlen accepts.

So, in few words rb_define_method does a binding from
Ruby method to a C function. Now we need the following
code:

VALUE rmag_strlen(VALUE klass, VALUE var)
{
return INT2FIX(RSTRING(var)->len);

}

Each function always returns something although it could
be Qnil (C's version of Ruby nil) and as said before the type is
always VALUE. The first function value is the klass Rmag and the
second value is the first parameter passed to strlen(“hello”)

Ruby method.

Ruby C Extension Development by Claudio Fiorini
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What are INT2FIX and RSTRING?

These are macros that are part of Ruby source code that
helps development (to get the full list you you should look
inside ruby.h). INT2FIX is a conversion that takes an C integer
and converts it to Ruby Fixnum and RSTRING gives the C pointer
(->ptr) or the length of the string (->len)

But our strlen method, in Ruby obviously, just takes one
parameter and must be a string. This is how we check the type
of the param in C:

VALUE rmag_strlen(VALUE klass, VALUE var)
{
if(TYPE(var) == T_STRING) {
return INT2FIX(RSTRING(var)->len);

} else {
rb_raise(rb_eTypeError, “invalid type”);
return Qnil;

}
}

TYPE helps out to find the type parameter that we passed
to strlen and with T_STRING we identify if it is a string. A
complete list can be found inside ruby.h file in Ruby source
code.

We are not satisfied with this kind of approach, as we want
to create an extension that takes a parameter during
initialization and keeps it in memory and can work with it!
Let's do that next.

Let's add a method to our class called initialize':

rb_cRmag = rb_define_class(“Rmag”, rb_cObject);
rb_define_method(rb_cRmag, “initialize”, rmag_init, 1);

And rmag_init will be:

VALUE rmag_init(VALUE klass, VALUE var)
{
/* we take everything */
VALUE *val = malloc(sizeof(VALUE));
*val = var;
return Data_Wrap_Struct(klass, 0, 0, val);

}

So now, we have in memory, without Garbage Collector
support, our string and we can add function to do whatever
we want. Let's modify strlen to work with this:

VALUE rmag_strlen(VALUE klass)
{
VALUE *val;
Data_Get_Struct(klass, VALUE, val);
if(TYPE(*val) == T_STRING)
return INT2FIX(RSTRING(*val)->len);

else
return Qnil;

}

Data_Wrap_Struct takes four parameters: second parameter
is GC mark function, third parameter is GC free function and
the fourth parameter is the pointer to the data. In case of
Data_Get_Struct, the second parameter is the type of data that
is pointed to by the third parameter.

In the rmag_strlen function we did something that is
already present in Ruby, String.length, so why don't we use
it? We just needed to replace the returning string with the
length of the string:

return rb_funcall(*val, rb_intern(“length”), 0);

Can we imagine how powerful this is for extension
development? This means that a variable that we have can be
treated as a Ruby object, in this case as a String, and call all
the functions that we have in the Ruby Core Library.

Where to go from here?

With this simple extension, you have an overview of
writing a basic Ruby extension, written in C. I would also
suggest that you go through the code of some simple Ruby
extensions written in C, which will make things more clear.
For those who want to start keeping track of the development
of Ruby and interact with the community, I would suggest,
them to join the mailing list or read about it at
http://redmine.ruby-lang.org

Ruby C Extension Development by Claudio Fiorini
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Resources

New Features in Ruby 1.9
http://svn.ruby.lang.org/repos/ruby/tags/v1_9_1_0/NEWS

Hpricot
http://wiki.github.com/why/hpricot

Postgres
http://rubyforge.org/projects/ruby-pg/

Ruby Issue Tracking System
http://redmine.ruby-lang.org

Ruby C Extension Development by Claudio Fiorini
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Introduction

In this article I will talk about some of the basics of using
the Twitter API, how to call it with Ruby, and then work
through a few examples to give you an idea of the power that
is available to you as an application developer. There are
countless applications out there taking advantage of the API,
and people are inventing new uses for that vast collection of
data every day.

API Documentation

The official Twitter API documentation can be found at
http://apiwiki.twitter.com/Twitter-API-Documentation. The
folks over at Twitter update it regularly so it is a good idea to
keep a link to it handy. The API is very much a work in
progress so expect to see updates and new capabilities
frequently.

Overview

Currently, there are two separate Twitter APIs. This is due
to historical reasons and does not overly affect the
programmer, with one big exception which I will describe
later. These groups are:

• Search API Methods
• REST API Methods

Within the Search API, you get APIs to do searching and
get trend data.

There are several classes of REST APIs:

• Timeline Methods
• Status Methods
• User Methods
• Direct Message Methods
• Friendship Methods
• Social Graph Methods
• Account Methods
• Favorite Methods
• Block Methods
• Saved Searches Methods
• OAuth Methods
• Help Methods

As you can see, there are many things you can do with the
Twitter API. Some of these APIs require authentication, though
many do not. But before we get into the details, there are
some general things you should know about using the API.

Good Things to Know about
Using the Twitter API

Twitter is popular right now. Very popular. And because of
that there are a lot of developers out there putting a lot of
stress on Twitter's servers. In order to keep things under
control, Twitter enforces a limit of 150 API requests per hour
per IP address (with a few exceptions). In the big scheme of
things this should be enough for many applications, but if not
they have a process by which you can get whitelisted to be
allowed 20,000 API requests per hour. Twitter also imposes
limits on how many direct messages, updates, and follow
requests that you can make during the course of a day. You
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can find an explanation of their policy in excruciating detail at
http://apiwiki.twitter.com/Rate-limiting.

When requesting data using the Twitter API, you can get
results returned to you in different formats: XML and JSON,
along with RSS and Atom syndication formats. Not all formats
are available for all APIs.

Some APIs take required and/or optional parameters.
When passing parameters, be sure to convert them to UTF-8
and URL encode them. I will give you an example of a routine
to do URL encoding in just a bit.

Certain APIs have limits as to how much data they return
in a single request. Some also allow you to specify how much
data you want in a single request using the rpp parameter. To
get the additional data, you can make subsequent calls using
the page parameter. Each API limits how much total data you
can retrieve. For example the search method of the Search API
allows you to request up to 100 status updates per page and
allows you to request multiple pages in order to retrieve a
maximum of about 1500 status updates. These numbers differ
per API.

Using the Twitter API with Ruby

Enough of the general stuff. Let's get down to some of the
nitty gritty. For purposes of this discussion, we will be
requesting data in the JSON format, so you will need to install
the json gem if you do not already have it installed:

gem install json

This makes it simple to read the various fields returned in
the output of the call. We will start by creating a routine that
takes a complete URL, makes the API request, and parses the
JSON result into something we can use.

require 'open-uri'
require 'json'

# Returns the data in JSON format from the specified URL
# or nil if an error occurs.
#
def get_json(url)
begin
# Submit the request.
f = open(url, "UserAgent" => "YourAgentName")
html = f.read
f.close

# Parse the JSON result.
ret = JSON.parse(html)

rescue
# Return nil on an error.
ret = nil

end

# Return the result.
ret

end

Then you can use this routine to call all of the Twitter APIs.
For example, we can call the Twitter account/rate_limit_status
API to find out how many API requests are available to us
before the hourly limit is reached. To do this, you would
simple make the following call:

result = get_json "http://twitter.com/account/
rate_limit_status.json"

Which would return something like the following:

{
"remaining_hits":150,
"hourly_limit":150,
"reset_time_in_seconds":1254538441,
"reset_time":"Sat Oct 03 02:54:01 +0000 2009"

}

Then to display the results, we could do this:

minutes = (result['reset_time_in_seconds'].to_i -
Time.now.to_i) / 60
puts "Current Time: #{Time.now}"
puts "Reset time: #{result['reset_time']}" +
" (#{minutes} minutes from now)"
puts "Remaining hits: #{result['remaining_hits']}"
puts "Hourly limit: #{result['hourly_limit']}"

In case you are curious, if you were to make the same call
requesting XML instead as follows:

result = get_json "http://twitter.com/account/
rate_limit_status.xml"

You would get back something similar to this:

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<hash>
<hourly-limit type="integer">150</hourly-limit>
<reset-time-in-seconds

type="integer">1254674626</reset-time-in-seconds>
<reset-time

type="datetime">2009-10-04T16:43:46+00:00</reset-time>
<remaining-hits type="integer">148</remaining-hits>

</hash>

It is worth noting that this particular API is not subject to
rate limiting. So you can use it whenever you need to make

Using the Twitter API with Ruby by Brian Rivard
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sure you have not hit the maximum number of calls for the
hour, either proactively or in response to an error. Twitter
prefers that your application police itself and stop hitting their
servers once it has reached the rate limit. Abusing the Twitter
servers by flooding them with too many API calls beyond your
limit can result in your application being blocked.

Let's look at another simple example. You can retrieve
extended information about a Twitter user with the users/show
API method. You can make this request in one of three ways,
by embedding the Twitter screen name or Twitter ID of the
user in the URL or by using either the user_id or screen_name
parameters. For example, the URL for the first method may
look like this:

http://twitter.com/users/show/railsmagazine.json

This particular API supports either JSON or XML formats.
Here we have specified JSON as the extension. We could
have also used a Twitter ID instead to get the same result:

http://twitter.com/users/show/16105820.json

The JSON output of either of these requests would look
something like this:

{
"profile_background_tile":false,
"description":"The first free magazine dedicated to the

Ruby on Rails community. Currently accepting article
submissions for the premiere edition!",
"profile_background_color":"EBEBEB",
"url":"http://railsmagazine.com",
"status":
{
"truncated":false,
"in_reply_to_status_id":null,
"source":"web",
"created_at":"Fri Sep 04 05:05:30 +0000 2009",
"favorited":false,
"in_reply_to_user_id":null,
"in_reply_to_screen_name":null,
"geo":null,
"id":3750899201,
"text":"Rails Magazine #4 free at

http://railsmagazine.com/issues/4. Interviews w/
@yukihiro_matz @dhh @wycats @tom_enebo tech articles &
more"
},
"following":false,
"notifications":false,
"time_zone":"Eastern Time (US & Canada)",
"favourites_count":1,
"profile_sidebar_fill_color":"F3F3F3",
"verified":false,
"created_at":"Wed Sep 03 00:49:29 +0000 2008",
"friends_count":0,
"followers_count":464,

"statuses_count":15,
"profile_sidebar_border_color":"DFDFDF",
"geo_enabled":false,
"protected":false,
"profile_image_url": "http://a3.twimg.com/

profile_images/61608749/RailsMagazine100x100_normal.jpg",
"profile_text_color":"333333",
"location":"",
"name":"Rails Magazine",
"profile_background_image_url": "http://a1.twimg.com/

profile_background_images/3591238/rormag_no_wires.png",
"screen_name":"railsmagazine",
"id":16105820,
"utc_offset":-18000,
"profile_link_color":"990000"

}

Since some Twitter IDs may also be valid screen names,
you can avoid ambiguity by specifying the user using either
the user_id or screen_name parameters:

http://twitter.com/users/show.json?user_id=16105820

or

http://twitter.com/users/
show.json?screen_name=railsmagazine

and get back the same result.

Searching with the Twitter Search
API

Now let's move on to a more complicated example using
the search API. This request returns status updates matching a
number of optional parameters. Note that because search is
part of the Search API, the URL is a little bit different. This will
change in Version 2 of the Twitter API, but for now just
remember that the base URL for Search APIs is
http://search.twitter.com, not http://twitter.com.

For starters, the q parameter allows you to search for
tweets containing specific words. If you wanted to search for
status updates containing the word “rails” you could create a
URL of the form:

http://search.twitter.com/search.json?q=rails

Since you probably do not want to collect status updates
about people working on their decks or riding trains, you
could make your search more specific by adding additional
words. Search operators can be used with API queries. So to
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search for status updates containing the words “ruby” and
“rails”, your URL would look like this:

http://search.twitter.com/search.json?q=ruby+AND+rails

Remember, your search parameters need to be URL
encoded. Let's take a moment and write a routine that will do
this work for us.

# URL encode a string.
#
def self.url_encode(string)
# Just in case we want to encode something other than
text.
s = string.to_s
chars =
{
'%' => '%25', ' ' => '%20', '!' => '%21',
'*' => '%2A', '"' => '%22', '\'' => '%27',
'(' => '%28', ')' => '%29', ';' => '%3B',
':' => '%3A', '@' => '%40', '&' => '%26',
'=' => '%3D', '+' => '%2B', '$' => '%24',
',' => '%2C', '/' => '%2F', '?' => '%3F',
'#' => '%23', '[' => '%5B', ']' => '%5D'

}
encoded_string = ''

# Process each character.
0.upto(s.size-1) do |i|

# If this is a special character, replace
# it with the proper encoding.
if chars.has_key?(s[i,1])
encoded_string += chars[s[i,1]].to_s

# If not, just use the character.
else
encoded_string += s[i,1].to_s

end
end

# Return the encoded string.
encoded_string
end

There are several other parameters that are supported by
the search API request. The page parameter allows you to get
multiple pages of results. The start_date and end_date

parameters allow you to specify a range of days to search.
Dates need to be of the form YYYY-MM-DD. A limitation of the
date parameters is that you can only search back in time
about a week and a half, and this amount varies depending on
the load of Twitter's servers. Another useful parameter
supported by this API is geocode, which lets you specify lat,
long, and radius (in miles or kilometers). This allow you to
specify an area around a spot on the globe and only search
status updates from that area. You can also specify the
language you are looking for with the lang parameter, as well
as the number of results you want with the rpp parameter. By

combining all of these parameters into your search API
request, you can create very specific search patterns to suit
your needs.

IMPORTANT CAVEAT: The user IDs you get from the
Search API are different than those you get from the REST API.
This goes back to the fact that the Search API was developed
independently of the REST API. Luckily, you also get back the
user's screen name, which is consistent over both APIs. So if
you need the correct user ID of the author of a particular
status update, you will need to do a user_id-based lookup
with the users/show REST API.

Let's put this into practice. Suppose we want to search the
Boston area for the 10 most recent status updates concerning
the Boston Bruins, and we only want those that are in English.
Our URL would look like this:

http://search.twitter.com/
search.json?q=Boston%20Bruins&rpp=10&lang=en

It is easy enough to write simple queries like this, but if we
are going to be embedding this functionality into an
application we will want to write a routine that allows us to
easily do generic queries using any of the supported
parameters. But before we do that, we will want to first create
a routine to format multiple parameters properly in order to
keep our code clean.

The following routine accepts a hash of parameter names
and their values, and formats them into a search string, while
properly URL encoding the values of the parameters:

# Format a hash of parameters in the form:
?param1=value1&param2=value2...
#
def format_params(params)
ret = '?'
params.each { |name, value| ret +=

"#{name}=#{url_encode(value)}&" if value }
ret.chop

end

You can pass this routine a hash with any parameters you
want, some of whose values may be nil, and it will format
them properly. For example, you can write:

params = Hash.new
params['q'] = “Boston Bruins”
params['rpp'] = '10'
params['lang'] = 'en'
params['geocode'] = '42.3323,-71.0167,25mi' #
lat,long,radius (in miles)

and then call:
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format_params(params)

to get back the formatted search string. Put it together with
the search URL and you have:

http://search.twitter.com/
search.json?q=Boston%20Bruins&lang=en&rpp=10&
geocode=42.3323,-71.0167,25mi

Finally, let's write the generic search routine:

# This routine performs a search for status updates
containing
# the specified words (or phrases) that satisfy the rest

of the
# (optional) parameters.
#
# Inputs:
# words - An Array of Strings containing words or
# phrases to search for. These will be properly
# URL encoded for the search.
# page - The page number. This can be a value from 1

to 15.
# start_date - A string of the form YYYY-MM-DD

specifying
# the earliest date to search. Note: this can
# be no earlier than about 10 days prior to
# the current date.
# end_date - A string of the form YYYY-MM-DD

specifying
# the latest date to search. Note: this can
# be no later than the current date.
# lat - A latitude in decimal format.
# long - A longitude in decimal format.
# radius_in_miles - A radius in miles.
#
# Outputs:
# JSON representation of the search result.
#
# Notes:
# - You may specify both a start and an end date, or

just
# one or the other.
# - If you specify dates, the search results start at

the
# most recent and work backwards.
# - If you want to search around a location, you must
# all three of lat, long, and radius in miles.
# - Only English status updates are returned.
# - Up to 100 status updates are returned.
#
def self.search(words,

page = 1,
start_date = nil,
end_date = nil,
lat = nil,
long = nil,
radius_in_miles = nil)

encoded_words = []

words.each { |word| encoded_words << url_encode(word)
}

params = Hash.new
params['rpp'] = '100'
params['lang'] = 'en'
params['page'] = page
params['since'] = start_date
params['until'] = end_date

if lat && long && radius_in_miles
params['geocode'] =

"#{lat},#{long},#{radius_in_miles}mi"
end

get_json( "http://search.twitter.com/
search.json#{format_params
params}&q=#{encoded_words.join('+OR+')}")
end

Ruby GEMs for accessing the
Twitter API

If coding your own access to the Twitter API does not
appeal to you, there are a few gems available out there that
encapsulate much of the functionality for you. Most notable of
these are the aptly named Twitter gem, along with Twitter4R.
You can find out more about these gems at
http://twitter.rubyforge.org and http://twitter4r.rubyforge.org
respectively. For a more complete list of Ruby gems for
Twitter, see http://apiwiki.twitter.com/Libraries#Ruby.

Future of the Twitter API

The team over at Twitter have big plans for their API in the
future, not the least of which is merging the Search and REST
APIs. You can see the full V2 Roadmap at
http://apiwiki.twitter.com/V2-Roadmap.

Conclusion

In this article, we looked at some of the potential and
limits of the Twitter API and how to access it. However we
really barely scratched the surface of what you can do. I
suggest going to the Twitter API reference on-line and digging
more deeply. This is a powerful API that is made even more
powerful by the imagination and creativity of developers like
yourselves who create applications on top of the Twitter
platform.
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Developer Resources

Twitter does a good job at keeping developers informed of
developments and changes to their API. There are several
resources available to developers, such as groups like the
Twitter API Announcements Google group

(http://groups.google.com/group/twitter-api-announce) and
the Twitter Development Talk Google group
(http://groups.google.com/group/twitter-development-talk).
You can also follow the Twitter API user called @twitterapi on
Twitter itself. And you can keep track of changes to the REST
API at http://apiwiki.twitter.com/REST-API-Changelog.
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Introduction

In past few years the software engineering principles have
undergone a phenomenal change, what could be called a
complete paradigm shift. Software development Life cycle
used to rule the software companies, with strenuous phases of
requirement "freezing", design development and testing
phases. However, Moore's law has applied to each and every
part of technology. The rate at which requirements change in
real-time in today's times is phenomenal and spares no scope
for the traditional software development life cycle to be used
as the development process.

One of twelve core principles of Extreme Programming,
continuous integration is a practice that imparts discipline to
the development process and streamlines the code to always
keep it production ready.

A few Practices that make continuous integration highly
effective for the projects are:

Single Source Code Repository

Today most of the projects make it a point to follow the
source code Repositories as an integral part of the project, but
many of tend to add only the development core of the

application. A good practice is to add Tests, schema and each
every asset related to the Project, everything that is needed to
generate a build and supposed to go into production. SCM
like git and svn allow to keep multiple branches for the same
repository, hence there can be a development branch where
you do the development and check for the build errors and
merge it with the main branch which will contain the final
tested working production ready code.

Automate Build and Build Often

Adding scripts that build whenever the repository is
updated and getting the assessment of build errors is a process
that signifies a tectonic shift in the philosophy of software
development over the ages. So,when we have a single source
code repository we have all the components that would be
required to emulate a production environment and generate
build. One of the agile practices is to avoid quick-fixes and
make final production ready drafts from the beginning.
Building as often as every commit makes it easy to inflict
discipline for such kind of processes.

Test Automation

Test automation is the most logical implication of the
above two concepts. What it means is, whenever we send the
code into the repository,the tests should run by themselves
and you should get results in the a format which you keep
checking regularly, for instance Twitter, Yahoo Messenger or
email.

There are several tools for these purposes like svn, git,
bazaar, perforce as source control systems, cerberus,
cruisecontrol.rb, hudson, Selenium continuous integration
runner, and test automation tools like selenium. There are
several combinations that can be made out of these tools, but
the best solution is the one with which you are the most
comfortable.

Let's watch some of these tools in action. Starting with the
most basic implementation of continuous integration,yet one
of the most powerful and effective tools available around for
building applications in ruby on rails is Cerberus. Lets get an
introduction to the various scenarios in which Cerberus can
be used.
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Cerberus

Cerberus is a continuous builder which is compatible with
all ruby projects that use Rake, so it can be used, not only for
Rails but also for Merb and Sinatra. The home of Cerberus
project defines it as

“Cerberus is a lightweight and easy-to-use Continuous
Builder software for Ruby.”

Cerberus runs periodically to check the latest changes in
the repository and checks for tests. If the tests fail and the
build is broken, it notifies the users through various channels,
like twitter, emails, Campfire, IRC and RSS.

Installation

Cerberus is distributed as a gem package so it is easy to
install,upgrade and maintain. This also makes

Cerberus usable on any OS platform. The prerequisite for
installation is Ruby 1.8.2 or greater version and Rubygems. In
order to install, just run the following command:

saurabh@laptop:~$sudo gem install cerberus
--include-dependencies
Successfully installed cerberus-0.7
Successfully installed actionpack-2.3.4
2 gems installed

Add the project to the Cerberus in two ways:

1. Mention the path to the directory directly, mention the
application name and email of the people who intend to
receive the status of the build.

saurabh@laptop:~/allnews/safewlabs_an$ cerberus add /home/
saurabh/allnews/safewlabs_an APPLICATION_NAME=safewlabs_an
RECIPIENTS=saurabh.a.bhatia@gmail.com

Application 'safewlabs_an' has been added to Cerberus
successfully

2. Mention the svn url and rest remains the same.

saurabh@laptop:~$ cerberus add
http://safewlabs.unfuddle.com/svn/safewlabs_traffictwit/
APPLICATION_NAME=traffictwit
RECIPIENTS=saurabh.a.bhatia@gmail.com
Application 'traffictwit' has been added to Cerberus
successfully

Now goto the Cerberus directory in your home and edit
the configuration file with your favourite editor.

saurabh@laptop:~$ cd .cerberus/
saurabh@laptop:~/.cerberus$ nano config.yml

The ~/.cerberus/config.yml file looks like this:

publisher:

# active: mail jabber rss campfire
mail:
address: smtp.gmail.com
port: 587
domain: gmail.com
authentication: plain
user_name: your.gmail
password: yourpassword
# on_event: all
# jabber:
# jid: somemailbox@gmail.com/cerberus
# password: somepassword
# twitter:
# login: twitter_username
# password: twitter_password
# irc:
# nick: cerb
# server: irc.freenode.net
# channel: cerberus
# campfire:
# url:
http://someemail:password@cerberustool.campfirenow.com/
room/51660
# rss:
# file: /usr/www/rss.xml
#builder:
# rake:
# task: migrate test
#changeset_url: POINT_TO_YOUR_TRAC/changeset/
#hook:
# rcov:
# on_event: successful, setup #by default - run hook for
any state
# action: 'export CERBERUS_HOME=/home/anatol && sudo chown
www-data -R /home//anatol/cerberus && rcov' #Add here any
hook you want

You can uncomment the options you want to and get the
messages to the notification of your choice.

Now Goto config folder inside cerberus directory and list
the files inside it. You will be able to see the configuration
files of applications you had added earlier.

saurabh@laptop:~/.cerberus$ cd config/
saurabh@laptop:~/.cerberus/config$ ls
safewlabs_an.yml traffictwit.yml

Make sure the options in this file are also right:
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saurabh@laptop:~/.cerberus/config$ cat traffictwit.yml

publisher:
mail:
recipients: saurabh.a.bhatia@gmail.com
scm:
url: http://safewlabs.unfuddle.com/svn/
safewlabs_traffictwit
type: svn

Once you have made sure all this, we are ready to prepare
the first build of the project.

cerberus build traffictwit

The result of this is shown in the following screens:

This command goes to the svn repository and builds the
latest version available. In case the tests fail,you get a mail
mentioning the details of the build.

Now, in order to stick to the agile methodology, we will go
ahead and automate Cerberus build. In order to do this, we
setup cron jobs on our system.

saurabh@laptop:~$ crontab -e

Setup the crontab file in order to check for the changes to
the repository every 10 minutes.

# m h dom mon dow command
10 * * * * cerberus build traffictwit

If you are hosting your repository on your own server, you
can build using subversion hook and run after commit.

Other SCMs supported by Cerberus are git, bazaar, darcs,
bjam and perforce.

Conclusion

Continuous Integration is an essential practice in today's
scenario, because of the pace at which the projects are carried
out. Cerberus is a minimal continuous builder tool, which
works pretty well, but does not have a dashboard or a gui for
the users. There are several other tools we will explore in the
coming articles, which have a UI and have several interesting
features.

Resources

Marting Fowler's Beautiful Introduction to CI
http://martinfowler.com/articles/continuousIntegration.html

Cerberus Home
http://cerberus.rubyforge.org/
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Introduction

ActiveScaffold is a rails plugin that generates an ajaxified
management interface based on the database tables. It is an
incredibly powerful, configuration-driven framework that
automatically provides all CRUD operations. It is easily and
highly configurable. Let us have a walkthrough of Active
Scaffold with details on configurability and customization
options it provides using a sample application. The demo
application which we are going to develop is a management
site for a sports club.

Configuration

Here our example is about building an administration
panel for a sports club “mysportsclub”. It consists of sports,
players, coaches and equipments. There are various kinds of
sports in the club. Each player can have membership for any
number of sports. Each sport will have one trained coach for
guidance and various equipments which will be issued to the
players. Let’s begin with the implementation of mysportsclub.

Let’s setup our Rails application mysportsclub. Run the
following commands:

rails mysportsclub

Install the latest version of the plugin which is compatible
with latest stable Rails (2.3.x):

script/plugin install git://github.com/activescaffold/
active_scaffold.git

Note: The latest Active Scaffold version works only with
Rails version higher than 2.2. Also, install render_component
plugin since it is now removed from Rails 2.3 but used by
Active Scaffold.

Layout

This is the standard active scaffold layout admin.html.erb:

<!DOCTYPE html PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD XHTML 1.0 Strict//EN"
"http://www.w3.org/TR/xhtml1/DTD/xhtml1-strict.dtd">
<html>
<head>
<title>My Sports Club</title>
<%= javascript_include_tag :defaults %>
<%= active_scaffold_includes %>

</head>
<body>
<%= yield %>

</body>
</html>

Model/Migrations

script\generate model sport name:string description:text
coach_id:integer
script\generate model player name:string date:birth_date
script\generate model equipment name:string
sport_id:integer
script\generate model coach name:string
script\generate model players_sport player_id:integer
sport_id:integer
rake db:migrate

Add the following code to the respective models. This
code defines the associations for the various models:

sports.rb

class Sport < ActiveRecord::Base
belongs_to :coach
has_many :equipments, :dependent => :destroy
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has_many :players_sports, :dependent => :destroy
has_many :players, :through => :players_sports
validates_presence_of :name
validates_uniqueness_of :name

end

coach.rb

class Coach < ActiveRecord::Base
has_one :sport
validates_presence_of :name

end

player.rb

class Player < ActiveRecord::Base
has_many :players_sports, :dependent => :destroy
has_many :sports, :through => :players_sports
validates_presence_of :name

end

equipment.rb

class Equipment < ActiveRecord::Base
belongs_to :sport
validates_presence_of :name

end

players_sport.rb

class PlayersSport < ActiveRecord::Base
belongs_to :player
belongs_to :sport

end

Note:

Don’t forget to add the plural form of “equipment” as
“equipments” in the config/intializers/inflections.rb.

ActiveSupport::Inflector.inflections do |inflect|
inflect.plural "equipment", "equipments"

end

Active Scaffold will throw an exception if we do not define
the above inflection rule. The controller generated for the
‘Equipment’ model will be ‘EquipmentsController’. But since
active scaffold generates the controller name automatically
using its inbuilt function:
active_scaffold_controller_for(class_name_of_the_model). It
will not be able to guess the correct controller name and
would throw an exception while we try to access the nested
equipments:

Controllers

script\generate controller sports
script\generate controller coaches
script\generate controller equipments
script\generate controller players

Add the following code to your controllers:

sports_contrpller.rb

class SportsController < ApplicationController
active_scaffold :sport do |config|
config.columns = [:name, :description, :coach,

:equipments]
end

end

coaches_controller.rb

class CoachesController < ApplicationController
active_scaffold :coach do |config|
config.columns = [:name, :sport]

end
end

players_controller.rb

class PlayersController < ApplicationController
active_scaffold :player do |config|
config.columns = [:name]

end
end

equipments_controller.rb

class EquipmentsController < ApplicationController
active_scaffold :equipment do |config|
config.columns = [:name, :sport]

end
end

players_sports_controller.rb

class PlayersSportsController < ApplicationController
active_scaffold :players_sport do |config|
config.columns = [:sport, :player]

end
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end

routes.rb

map.root :controller => 'sports', :action => 'index'
map.resources :sports, :active_scaffold => true
map.resources :players, :active_scaffold => true
map.resources :players_sports, :active_scaffold => true
map.resources :coaches, :active_scaffold => true
map.resources :equipments, :active_scaffold => true

The above code will generate a complete interface for our
club.

Following code for your layout will provide a navigation
bar in your view.

admin.html.erb

<!DOCTYPE html PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD XHTML 1.0 Strict//EN"
"http://www.w3.org/TR/xhtml1/DTD/xhtml1-strict.dtd">
<html xmlns="http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml" xml:lang="en"
lang="en">
<head>
<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html;

charset=utf-8"/>
<%= stylesheet_link_tag 'admin.css' %>
<%= javascript_include_tag :defaults %>
<%= active_scaffold_includes %>
<title><%= "Admin" %></title>

</head>
<body>
<div>
<div>
<h2>Agent Website Admin Panel</h2>

<div>
<ul class="links">
<li><%= link_to 'Sports', sports_path %></li>
<li><%= link_to 'Players', players_path %></li>
<li><%= link_to 'Coaches', coaches_path %></li>
<li><%= link_to 'Equipments', equipments_path %></li>
<li><%= link_to 'PlayersSports', playerssports_path

%></li>
</ul>
<div class="clear">
</div>

</div>
</div>
<div id="content">
<div id="main">
<%= yield %>

</div>
</div>

</div>
</body>
</html>

Customization

There are various customization options available. As per
our requirement we can customize the columns, links, fields,
actions etc. Here are various configuration options illustrated
with examples:

1. By default Active Scaffold displays all the fields present
in the database. But, the using method config.columns allows
adding only the desired fields to the view. Not only we
display the accessors for the model but also custom fields can
be added to these views.

Here is the default configuration display:

Here is the custom configuration display using
config.columns:

equipments_controller.rb

class EquipmentsController < ApplicationController
active_scaffold :equipment do |config|
config.columns = [:name, :sport]

end
end

2. Override the default birth date control for players in edit
form.

Add birth_date for the player in the controller will generate
the below control in the edit view:

Here as we can see the default value for the date field is
current date. But as per the requirement for birth date the date
field should have past dates and a wider range of year. This
can be done by overriding the field. Here we need to override
the field of a form hence it is called form override.
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players_helper.rb

module PlayersHelper
def birth_date_form_column(record, input_name)
date_select(record, :birth_date, :end_year =>

Date.today.year, :start_year => 1950, :name => input_name)
end

end

3. Display the age of each player: We can define helpers
for columns in the list and show views. This is called field
override.

Add the age column as in the above code and it will be
calculated using the instance method calculate_age in the
players model.

players_helper.rb

module PlayersHelper
def birth_date_form_column(record, input_name)
date_select(record, :birth_date, :end_year =>

Date.today.year, :start_year => 1950, :name => input_name)
end
def age_column(record)
record.calculate_age

end
end

players_controller.rb

class PlayersController < ApplicationController
active_scaffold :player do |config|
config.columns = [:name, :age]
config.update.columns.exclude [:age]

end
end

player.rb

def calculate_age
Date.today.year - birth_date.to_date.year if birth_date

end

4. Sort the players according to their age:

players_controller.rb

config.columns[:age].sort_by :method => "calculate_age"

5. Modify the label for birth_date to Birthday:

The label method adds custom label to columns as shown.

players_controller.rb

config.columns[:birth_date].label = "Birthday"

Note:

In Active Scaffold if we override a column or field for one
model it is reflected for all the other models. For example:

We are modifying the sport column for the coach model
and displaying the sport as label instead of the default link to
the nested sub-form. We do this via a helper method in
coaches_helper.rb.

coaches_helper.rb

module CoachesHelper
def sport_column
label record, record.sport.name

end
end

Adding this code changes the sport column at all places in
the application. Just as shown in the list view for equipments.
Here sport is now a label.

To resolve this issue there are two approaches:
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• Remove this line from application_controller.rb

helper :all
• Add a helper in the application_helper.rb that

decides the column definition according to the
class_name as explained below:

application_helper.rb

module ApplicationHelper
def sport_column(record)
if record.class.name == "Coach"
label record, record.sport.name

else
record.sport.name

end
end

end

6. Adding an action link: We can add custom links that
link to custom actions in the controller. These actions can be
record-specific or class-specific i.e. can be common for all the
records or specific to each record. Here is an illustration
explaining the implementation:

Each player will have membership fees. The membership
fees can be updated by the administrator. We add a collection
get_players_list that displays all the players as a list.

Migration

class AddMembershipFeeToPlayer < ActiveRecord::Migration
def self.up
add_column :players, :membership_fee, :integer,

:default => 0
end
def self.down
remove_column :players, :membership_fee

end
end

players_controller.rb

config.action_links.add "Bulk Update Membership Fee",
{:action => 'get_players_list'}

def get_players_list
render(:layout => false)

end
def bulk_update_fee
membership_fee = params[:membership_fee].to_i
if membership_fee > 0
if params["player"]
params["player"].keys.each do |id|
if

params["player"][id]["selected_for_updating_fee"] == "1"
@player = Player.find(id.to_i)
@player.new_sport_ids = @player.sport_ids

@player.update_attribute :membership_fee,
membership_fee

end
end

end
respond_to do |format|
format.js do
render :update do |page|
page.replace_html 'notice', "<div

class='notice'>Selected players updated with membership of
$#{membersip_fee}.</div>"

page.reload
end

end
end

else
respond_to do |format|
format.js do
render :update do |page|
page.replace_html 'notice', "<div

class='error'>Please add a valid fee amount.</div>"
end

end
end

end
end

7. Show a select box for membership fee with custom
description

players_controller.rb

config.columns[:membership_fee].description = "Membership
Fee in dollars($)"
config.columns[:membership_fee].form_ui = :select
config.columns[:membership_fee].options = [10, 50, 150,
400]

Output:

8. Customize model instance on the show/edit page:
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While displaying the model instances Active Scaffold looks
for the following methods in the given order.

• to_label
• name
• label
• title
• to_s

We can customize it by defining to_label method explicitly
as follows:

The instance is displayed in the PlayersSports edit view:

Instead we can display the instance by the following rule
‘Baichung Bhutia - Badminton’ to make it more meaningful.

players_sport.rb

def to_label
"#{player.name} - #{sport.name}"

end

9. We can also globally configure all the controllers
together by defining the methods in application controller.

application_controller.rb

ActiveScaffold.set_defaults do |config|
# modify the method here

end

10. Display list of sports for selection on the player
instance form:

players_helper.rb

def sports_form_column(record, input_name)
collection_multiple_select( 'record', 'sport_ids',

Sport.find(:all), :id, :name)
end

player.rb

class Player < ActiveRecord::Base
has_many :players_sports, :dependent => :destroy
has_many :sports, :through => :players_sports
validates_presence_of :name
attr_accessor :selected_for_updating_fee, :new_sport_ids
after_save :update_sports
def calculate_age
Date.today.year-birth_date.to_date.year if birth_date

end
def sport_ids
self.sports.map(&:id)

end
def update_sports
self.new_sport_ids = (self.new_sport_ids ||

[]).reject(&:blank?)
old_ids = self.sport_ids

self.transaction do
PlayersSport.destroy_all({:sport_id => old_ids -

self.new_sport_ids, :player_id => self.id })
(self.new_sport_ids - old_ids).each do |op_sys_id|
self.players_sports.create!({:sport_id =>

op_sys_id})
end

end
self.reload

end
end

players_controller.rb

def before_update_save(record)
record.new_sport_ids = params[:record][:sport_ids]

unless params[:record][:sport_ids].blank?
end
def before_create_save(record)
record.new_sport_ids = params[:record][:sport_ids]

unless params[:record][:sport_ids].blank?
end
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Introduction

Today’s Google conditioned web users expect a search
box on every site.

Having an accurate and fast search could be your app’s
killer feature. In this article we will cover a way of adding one
for your web application.

Definition

So what does a full text search engine mean in the context
of a database driven web application? Let us say you have a
users table (and a User model) where you store all users in
your system with columns like name, email, hashed_password,

brief_bio etc. You could allow visitors to your site to search
the name and brief_bio columns and get back a list of users.
Now consider, you also had an table called hobbies (and a
model Hobby) and each user could have one or more hobbies
(User has_many :hobbies). You could then allow visitors to

search by name, brief bio and hobby fields togther and get
back a list of users.

In summary, a full text search engine allows you to provide
keywords and get back a list of models.

Indexing

Searching the whole database every time can become
inefficient if the database is large. To solve this problem,
indexing is used. An indexer runs over the database
periodically and incrementaly updates a secondary database
called index or concordance. Whenever a search is requested,
this index, insead of the original database is searched. An
indexer can also be more useful than just speeding up the
search. We can configure the indexer to ignore certain
common words (called stop words) like “the”, “in” or other
application specific words; or consider variations of a words
as same eg. “stamp collector”, “stamp collection” and
“philately” as being same (called stemming).

Options for a Rails project

Firstly, most databases provide some sort of full text index
and search. However, if you are using MySQL database, you
are most likely going to need an external search engine.
MySQL’s built-in full text indexer works only for MyISM tables
and may not be fast or customizable enough for your
application’s needs. If you are using some other database like
Oracle or MS-Access you may be able to get away with your
DB’s built-in indexer. However, read on for what a cutting
edge full text search engine can do.

For a full text search engine there are several possible
options for a Rails project:

• acts_as_indexed: A very simple to set up Rails
plugin. Suitable for small applications.

• acts_as_tsearch: A plugin which wraps the built-in
full text search engine of PostgreSQL.

• Ferret with acts_as_ferret plugin: Ferret is a Ruby
rewrite of Apache’s legendary Lucene search engine.
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• Solr with acts_as_solr plugin: Solr is a search server
based on Lucene which runs inside a Java Servlet
container like Tomcat.

• Sphinx with any of Ultrasphinx, Thinking Sphinx,
acts_as_sphinx, or Sphincter plugins: Sphinx is very
powerful search engine with fast indexing

• Hyper Estraier with search_do plugin: Hyper Estraier
is another good open source option. It has a P2P
architecture but lacks some bells and whistles like
spelling correction and stemming.

• Xapian with acts_as_xapian plugin: A quite powerful
search engine. We will consider this in detail here.

All the above options are mature and are used in
production by multiple sites. Like everything else, they each
have their upsides and downsides and the debates about them
sometimes gets polarized. However, let me explain Xapian/
acts as xapian which is my favorite of the lot. Xapian
(http://xapian.org) is a GPL search engine library. It is written
in C++ (read: very fast), highly scalable and comes with lots of
killer features some of which we will explore here. For
example, you can use Google like query syntax (aka “search
commands”) and do searches like site:www.example.com,
allinurl:energy or last_name:smith. Acts_as_xapian
(http://groups.google.com/group/acts_as_xapian) is a Rails
plugin with a pretty straightforward interface. It integrates
Xapian into ActiveRecord. It was started at http://github.com/
frabcus/acts_as_xapian/tree/master and then moved here:
http://github.com/Overbryd/acts_as_xapian/tree/master
(Now the cutting edge seems to be here: http://github.com/
xspond/acts_as_xapian).

Let us see how we can integrate Xapian in a Rails project.

Firstly, you will have to install Xapian. Depending on your
Linux distribution, you can install a pre-built package. e.g. if
you are running Ubuntu:

$ sudo apt-get install libxapian15 libxapian-ruby1.8

Otherwise, download, compile and install xapian-core and
xapian-bindings from http://xapian.org/download.

Install the acts as xapian plugin:

$ ruby script/plugin install http://github.com/Overbryd/
acts_as_xapian/tree/master

Generate the migration:

$ ruby script/generate acts as xapian
$ rake db:migrate # this creates a table

# called acts_as_xapian_jobs

Create file config/xapian.yml specifying the path to store
the Xapian DB:

$ cat config/xapian.yml
development:
base_db_path: ’tmp/xapian’
production:
base_db_path: ’../../shared/xapian’
test:
base_db_path: ’tmp/xapian’

Now you are all set to start indexing your models.
Continuing with our users table example, this is how you
would tell Xapian to index name and brief bio columns:

class User < ActiveRecord::Base
acts_as_xapian :texts => [:name, :brief_bio]
end

Then to build the index, for the first time do this:

$ RAILS ENV=development rake xapian:rebuild index
models=”User”

and to update the index anytime later:

$ RAILS ENV=development rake xapian:update index

and all your database changes will be reflected in the
index. From within your controller, where ever you want to
return the search results to the user:

@search = ActsAsXapian::Search.new([User], params[:q])

Assuming the string user wanted to search is in params[:q].
This returns the search results with some additional meta
information:

• A count of approximate number of matches:
@search.matches_estimated

• A “Did you mean” type suggested query:
@search.spelling_correction

• A list of words you can highlight using Rail’s
highlight helper: @search.words_to_highlight

To collect the models returned as search results:
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@found_users = @search.results.collect { |result|
result[:model] }

Xapian also returns a relevancy percentage with each
result which you can print in your view:

<% @search.results.each do |result| %>
<%# print the model: result[:model] %>

<%# print relevancy: result[:weight] %>
<%# or print relevancy as a percentage:
result[:percentage] %>
<% end %>

If you want to run a “similar search”, do this:

@similar_users = ActsAsXapian::Similar.new([User],
@found_users).results.collect { |result| result[:model] }

Specifying what to index

Full syntax of acts as xapian declaration is:

acts_as_xapian :texts => [ :name, :brief_bio ],
:values => [ [:created_at, 0, ‘‘created_at’’, :date ],
[:age, 1, ‘‘age’’, :number ] ],
:terms => [ [ :hobbies, "H", "allinhobby" ] ],
:if => :available_for_search

Every model attribute which needs indexing must be
specified under one of the :texts, :values or :terms arguments.
Those specified under :values and :terms get a search
command like created_at, age and allinhobby above. e.g. you
could say, stanford allinhobby:gardening to search for users
with stanford in name or brief_bio columns and gardening as a
hobby. The attributes specified under :values can be range
searched like created_at:01/10/2009..01/11/2009.

You can use the :if parameter to prevent records which
you don’t want to show up in search results eg. admin users.
Just return false from the method available for search.

Indexing more than just database columns

The elements of array specified with :index need not be
attributes of the model. You can specify any method in the
model. It is perfectly fine to do:

:index => [:last_name]

where last_name is a method in User model which just
returns the last name string from name attribute.

Grouping with :values

The attributes specified under values can be range
searched or used for collapsing like GROUP BY sql clause.
e.g.

@search = ActsAsXapian::Search.new([User], params[:q],
:collapse_by_prefix => ‘‘age’’)

will return only one result for each value of age. Also,
result[:collapse_count] will give you number of records
collapsed into that result.

Search Commands

The syntax for :term option may first appear a bit cryptic.
Here’s an explanation:

:terms => [ [ :hobbies, ‘‘H’’, ‘‘allinhobby’’ ],
[:lastname, ‘‘L’’, ‘‘lastname’’ ] ]

The argument must be an array of arrays. Each sub-array
must have 3 elements: attribute or method name which
returns a string, an arbitrary single upper case letter which
must be unique and a prefix which acts as the search
command.

If you have multiple models with different attributes all of
which you want to search with the same command, you can
use the same character and prefix in both models to do that.

You can either directly document the search commands or
use them to build an advanced search form and internally
convert the fields from there to the search commands.

Index updates

Since Xapian does not update the index as new data
comes into your database, you will have to do it manually.
Most common way is to set up a cron job to run the rake task
periodically. Remember, the search results include the new
data coming into the database until indexing has run. Xapian
has a fast indexer, but experiemnt to find out the optimal
interval for you. For one project, I have this in my crontab:

$ crontab -l
#
# MIN(0-59) HOUR(0-23) Day-of-month(1-31) MONTH(1-12)
DOW(0-6) COMMAND
#
30 * * * * (cd /var/www/rails/apps/myproject/current; \\
rake xapian:update_index RAILS_ENV=production) \\
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>>/var/log/rails/apps/myproject/shared/log/
xapian_update_index.log

Tips and tricks

There are several other nifty things you can do with
Xapian. Here are some notable ones:

• boolean and wildcard queries: You can use “and”,
“or”, “+” and “-” and wildcard “*” in search queries
as you have come to expect from Google. For details
about the syntax see here: http://xapian.org/docs/
queryparser.html.

• Pagination: While calling ActsAsXapian::Search.new,
you can specify :offset to specify offset of the first
result and :limit to get desired number of results per
page.

• If you need to search mutliple models acts_as_xapian

does that out of the box and returns them mixed up
together by relevancy, e.g. @search =
ActsAsXapian::Search.new([User, Vehicle],

params[:q])

Licensing

Xapian and its bindings are licensed under GPL v2. So,
depending on whether you are planning to use it with a
commerical web application (software as a service model) or
as part of commercial installed software, you should
understand the obligations under it. However, Xapian team is
working towards releasing it under a more permissive license.

Conclusion

Xapian makes search easy, reliable and quite zappy.
Although it presently only supports offline indexing that is a
limitation of acts_as_xapian plugin. If you are feeling
motivated, you can always go ahead and add real time
indexing.

Xapian is in use in several large installations like
debian.org, gmane.org, delicious.com and OLPC’s desktop
search (full list here: http://xapian.org/users.php) and with
acts_as_xapian is deployed in whatdotheyknow.com,
mindbites.com, shipx.in and many more sites. For any
questions, head to the Google group:
http://groups.google.com/acts_as_xapian.
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